
The Four Monarchies
If one could see the sphere known as the Four Monarchies from a distant vantage point (what 
absurdity!  There is no air that far away!) it would appear, in fact, to be made entirely of ocean.  
There is a small section of firmament, though.  From this perspective, it is hard to imagine 
that this marine world once had great palaces and the gaudy pomp of military parades.  The 
walls of the those palaces are still there but the thoroughfare is home to a very different sort 
of inhabitant.  Indeed, if one looks closer, at the northwestern quadrant of the globe, one finds 
a continent and indeed a competing subcontinent that plows into the heart of its larger, more 
stolid neighbor.  From this point of view, we can clearly see the signs of protracted military 
engagement.  Miles of trenches tell a tale of failed advances and a generation cut down amid 
concertina wire.  You can see the artificial reefs created by rusting, breached hulls.  At street 
level, however, there is almost no activity.  You don’t see people going about their daily lives.  
There are zombi, though.  Sluggish.  Dangerous only in numbers.  At night though, they explode 
with cannibalistic glee.  You can see why everyone keeps their heads down.  Needless to say, 
the Four Monarchies are not a very hospitable place to be at the moment.  And of course, this 
says nothing of the Undergods who are not apparent at any level of magnification.
 
Mankind has come far.  They have weathered innumerable plagues, a goodly number of 
famines, and incessant regional wars.  They invented photography and the steam engine.  They 
had a rich cultural heritage with great accomplishments in literature, architecture, and cinema.  
All that’s through now, though.  Civilization is gone.  For those few who are left, it seems the 
only option is to leave and science has created a machine to do precisely that.  It creates a 
crack through known reality into which a survivor is thrown blindly.  The zeitgeist is obvious in 
survivor-graffiti. “Anywhere is better than here.”
 
History of the Monarchies
Timeline
500 BCE - Bear Tribe defeated by Druidic Longbowmen at the Tomb of the Afflicted
340 BCE - Empire of Tallow Founded
292 BCE - Battle at Masters begins Imperial aggression against Reminian Druids
125 BCE - Vundustani Dervishes defeat the worshippers of the Undergods at the Well of 
Mertsegir
22 BCE - General Dalmatius leads the Imperial Legions in a disastrous campaign into 
Vundustan
16 BCE - Dreyrain expels Imperial tax collectors and disbands its Legions
0 CE - Empire of Tallow falls after sacking of the Imperial Treasury
6 CE - Vundustani poet Markos writes “Epic of Hamareesh”
77 CE - Accounts of the life of Lord Thyne are compiled
115 CE - Code of Obligations establishes the rules of feudalism
127 CE - Lumbricus martyred, founding the Sanctifier Faith
326 CE - Followers of the Undergods purge much of known history
576 CE - House of Hevrair comes to power and establishes its Dynasty, uniting Dreyrain
656 CE - Religious civil war in Baermichelle replaces state Thynism with Sanctifier Faith
861 CE - Stupa of Mankind erected in Hutspar by Reminian Druids
988 CE - Beauteous Malady kills two thirds of Baermichelle and half of other nations
999 CE - Remina attacks Baermichelle and begins the Century of War
1042 CE - Medical advances cure the Beauteous Malady
1095 CE - Charter of the Governed signed in Remina
1101 CE - Invention of the printing press, inventor mutilated by cultists
1130 CE - Foundations of dimensional science discovered by astronomers



1186 CE - Jan Amphersant writes the first novel, “Tales of Enervation” in Vundustan
1201 CE - Invention of the steam engine
1245 CE - Tower of Unabated Virtue erected in Vundustani city of Beshikta
1312 CE - Reminian explorers discover the North Pole
1322 CE - Invention of the light bulb
1325 CE - Dreyrain blasts giant sculpture “Mount Undeniable” into the Spiteful Mountains
1349 CE - Invention of the motion picture
1363 CE - Dreyrain attacks Reminian border.  Remina and Baermichelle ally against Dreyrain.
1364 CE - Vundustan intercedes on behalf of Dreyrain.  War of Totality begins.
1366 CE - Invention of the Railcaster
1370 CE - Early experiments with radio discover the “Static Phenomenon” (Ya-Ba-Ur)
1378 CE - Incandescent Bay Incident occurs in Baermichelle, Truce of Horrors signed
1381 CE - First successful use of a Dimensional Engine upon a human subject
 
The Age of Bronze and Antler
The first accounts of history are of turmoil.  The Age of Bronze and Antler was marked by tribal 
warfare, continuous and unabated.  Civilization, in its infancy, was under assault by barbarians 
and nomads.  In what is known today as Remina, the Druids rallied their people against the 
predations of the Bear Tribe.  In ancient Dreyrain, the struggle was between the river-dwelling 
Cattlemen people and the nomadic Elksheart Tribe.  In Vundustan, the Dervishes commanded 
the production of vast city walls to keep out raiding tribes who revered the Undergod Mertsegir.  
Baermichelle, the seat of civilization, had defeated its “outlander” elements by 340BCE, thanks 
in part to the Lanterns, a warrior society which sought to stamp out barbarism.  Two centuries 
later, the other nations would follow suit, giving rise to powerful city-states.
 
The region now known as Baermichelle possessed a tremendous agricultural base and, after a 
brief civil war amongst rival states, allowed the region to unify as the nascent Empire of Tallow.  
This early empire was ruled by the Lanterns, whose chosen weapon, the voulge, became 
the subject of much obsession.  Using a lit candle as a symbol of “the light of civilization”, the 
Empire united Baermichelle and conquered much of what is now known as Dreyrain.  Reminian 
resistance to the Empire was fierce, spawning a form of Reminian Druidism that, until the War 
of Totality, kept Remina and Baermichelle at odds.  The Cattlemen of Dreyrain benefited greatly 
from The Empire of Tallow’s infrastructure and Dreyraini legionaries were among the most 
decorated of the Age.  The Empire’s dogma was expressly expansionist, eventually bringing 
itself into conflict with the city states of the Vundustani Dervishes.  Using all of the resources 
of the Empire, General Dalmatius lead half a million soldiers across the Spiteful Mountains but 
arrived with a few hundred thousand soldiers.  The war against Vundustan was over before 
it began, and Vundustani naval reprisal brought the Empire to its knees.  Its vassal states in 
Dreyrain rebelled in the face of such gross failure of leadership.  The occupation of Remina 
ended swiftly thereafter with legions deserting en masse.
 
The fall of the Empire of Tallow was devastating to the state of the world, as infrastructure 
deteriorated in the face of local graft.  The Elksheart Tribe returned from the Dreyraini wastes to 
raid for the spoils of agricultural living.  Even Remina, who had suffered terribly in its resistance, 
lost any semblance of organization without an external foe to galvanize the followers of the 
Druids.  Worshippers of the Undergods spread their faith openly in the wild places outside of 
the Vundustani desert.  In what was later to become Year Zero of the Common Era, the last 
vestiges of the Empire of Tallow were torn down when a mob sacked and looted the Imperial 
Treasury, which included nearly every account of history known.  Many of the accounts that 
survived elsewhere have been vandalized by followers of various Undergods, whose dogma 
holds historical accounts to be abhorrent.  Consequently, much is left unknown about the origins 



of civilization in the Monarchies.
 
The Age of Faith and Iron
Warlordism reigned in the lands of the Monarchies without a central authority to keep the peace.  
The struggles of this period are recorded in innumerable heroic epics, sacred scriptures, and 
illuminated texts.  In Vundustan, the balladeer Markos composed an epic tale recounting the 
heroic efforts of the warrior Hamareesh against the forces of General Dalmatius.  This tale, 
known as the “Epic of Hamareesh” became a singular point for ideas of Vundustani identity.  
The entire subcontinent had mobilized against Imperial incursion and sent them reeling.  In 
Dreyrain, notions of knighthood were formulating which would eventually establish the Code 
of Obligations.  This code, adopted worldwide, establishes the central tenets of feudalism 
(obligation to one’s superior, ritualized combat, respect for the weak).  The language of the 
Empire fell out of favor as rumors of curses lingering in its letters took root in the popular 
imagination.  Literacy, already as rare as hen’s teeth, almost completely died out.  Each of 
the monarchies created their own alphabets and called the Empire of Tallow’s letters the Old 
Tongue.
 
Despite the encroachment of civilization, the people of the wild places remained wild, clinging 
all the while to their horrible heresies, loosely based on forgotten murmurings and rumors of 
the Undergods.  The unsettled places remained unsettled, defying the progress of mankind.  
A fraction of the world was set upon a map.  The sea, vast and defiant in its mystery, was an 
unthinkably immense conundrum.  Notions of the cosmos were laughably short-sighted as 
the people of the age failed to see the sheer scope of their world’s emptiness.  Beneath the 
waves and outside of the atmosphere, minds dwelt that could casually eclipse all human works.  
Sadly, mankind continuously tilted at the shadows of these beings, striking their names from 
the historical record and burning their followers alive.  If the Undergods were aware of these 
occurrences, they did not make it known.  Combating the Anti-Faith became a chief concern 
of civilized peoples. This is the origins of the Hammer-of-Heathens style of combat practiced 
in Dreyrain and the Dance-of-the-Dervish style in Vundustan.  Remina and Baermichelle once 
had ancient warrior traditions to combat the Followers of the Undergods as well but were lost 
in antiquity only to be rediscovered and re-purposed for later wars.  Therefore, even Remina’s 
Pitiless Ranger Style and Baermichelle’s Ignoble Footman Style have their origins in the ancient 
struggle for early civilization.
 
In this period, most of the world religions solidified their theology, giving birth to the three 
modern world religions, each emphasising different elements of a Creator figure known as the 
Demiurge.  Each believes they have the perfect word of the Demiurge whose attributes differ 
in each version.  Modern Druidism perceives the Demiurge as a nature Goddess, a holdover 
from its ancient folk tradition roots.  In this period, Reminian Druids travelled to to each of 
the Monarchies, evangelizing worship of nature.  Where they found places of unsurpassed 
beauty, they erected standing stones, most of which lasted until the War of Totality.  Not long 
after, a figure named Lord Thyne rose through the ranks of the Dreyraini Knights to become 
King after a series of horrifying assassinations and civil wars.  Lord Thyne declared himself an 
incarnation of the Demiurge, and commanded his followers to uphold the (as yet uncodified) 
Code of Obligations with religious attention.  Thynism envisions the Demiurge as a King figure, 
a heavenly equivalent of the monarchy.  Early Thynism was evangelistic and aggressive, 
militaristically toppling forms of government other than monarchy.  Thynism is responsible 
for much of the cultural bias towards monarchy as the de facto form of representation.  In the 
chaotic aftermath of the Empire of Tallow’s implosion, plague, warlordism, and agricultural 
failure were abundant.  The Sanctifier faith was born out of this horror and it boldly declared 
that the world itself was inherently evil and that the physical world is in rebellion against the 



Demiurge.  Only through self denial and mortification can a person cleanse themselves of 
physicality and return to the graces of the divine.  Sanctifiers were, in this age, confined to the 
scum of society; wanderers, the poor, lepers, and orphans.  The Sanctifiers are the only religion 
which emphasises an actual holy book, which excoriates the physical world.
 
Various dynasties came and went in the Four Monarchies.  The nobility had always schemed 
deadly schemes amongst one another which took its toll on heirs and figureheads.  Frequently, 
disastrous wars lead to bloody changes in dynasty, often to the detriment of the people.  
Despite a few stretches of real estate on the Remina-Baermichelle border, the boundary 
between Monarchies has been, until recently, mostly stable (like, one might quip, the Spiteful 
Mountains that divide most of them).  For a very long time it seemed that only Dreyrain’s House 
of Hevrair was immune to being toppled.  In 576 CE, the House of Hevrair ascended the throne 
of Dreyrain in the name of Lord Thyne.  They lasted until the Tatterplague rendered notions 
of “dynasties” quaint.  Their ascension was bloody and frequently imperiled by the Elksheart 
Tribe nomads.
 
It was during this period that the world was scourged by a series of horrors, many brought on 
by changing  climate.  The sphere of the Monarchies began to rapidly cool, a process whose 
onset was sudden and cataclysmic.  Dreyrain and Remina were bathed in snow and glacier.  
Even Baermichelle and Vundustan experienced snowfall for the first times in recorded history.  
This radical shift in climate sent drought and famine across the land.  A thousand plagues, each 
with their own florid name to euphemise the horror (such as the Blossom of Ardor, the Sugar 
Cramp, Cattleman Pox, Darkwine Gut, and the greatly feared Beauteous Malady which slew 
two thirds of Baermichelle), spilled the infected innards of the people upon the black earth.  
The Beauteous Malady laid low entire cities, leaving them empty.  Followers of the Undergods 
revelled in this era, claiming the spoils of an uninhabited civilization.
 
In Vundustan, victims of the Beauteous Malady were sometimes buried alive, and some few of 
them survived the ordeal and returned to the surface.  Accounts of these survivors were called 
Ghouls and until the Tatterplague, were largely considered the province of mythology.  Ghouls, 
as the legend tells it, returned “to life” for the task of devouring the living.  The root cause of 
these creatures was said to be a manifestation of the deceased’s sins, such as adultery or 
a secret worship of the Anti-Pantheon.   For hundreds of years after the Beauteous Malady, 
Ghouls would periodically find their way from the grave to torment the living.  It is unclear 
the connection between Ghouls and the Incandescent Bay Incident.  Looking back at history 
from modern times, it is reasonable to assume that Ghouls are in some way related to the 
Tatterplague, but it was the Beauteous Malady of that age that was the vector of these “proto-
zombi”, not the modern Tatterplague.
 
By the end of the sixth century, it seemed as if civilization was going to collapse.  The dead 
walked, plague ravaged the population, and wheat rotted on the stalk.  The only thing that 
could make things worse was of course a war, which took a decade to brew after the carnage 
of the plague, but finally and inevitably fell when Reminians prophesied a military victory over 
Baermichelle.  It was to be a retaliation, the Druids claimed, for the destruction the Empire of 
Tallow had once rained down upon their people.  The year in which this assault was launched 
was no accident and troops began crossing the border in 999 CE on the order of the Monarchy, 
following Druidic augurs.  What transpires after this assault is known as the Century of War.  
Both sides traded ownership of the border regions, but civilization did not collapse.  Followers 
of the Undergods used the chaos to come out of the wilderness and into the institutions of civil 
society.  They came as mercenaries, as physicians, as refugees and, of course, as impostors.  
They found there way into the power structure and nobility.



 
Then, suddenly, the miracles were invented.
 
The Age of Reason and Steel
At the very moment it became clear that the world had limped its way into a pit it could not 
emerge from, human ingenuity produced an array of discoveries that signalled a new age of 
prosperity.  As if by divine authority, men of great intellect huddled in the cold darkness of the 
world and collectively brought forth new knowledge.  Desperate for some means of fostering a 
return to normalcy, the monarchy funded and adopted the results of these various technocratic 
cabals.  As a result, universities, local infrastructure, and civil works blossomed in the wake 
of such carnage.  Truly, civilization was experiencing a rebirth of sorts.  Unemployment was 
unheard of.  The weak, crippled, sick, and elderly were cared for.  In Remina, popular opinion 
had turned against the nobility and their disastrous Century of War.  To appease the people, 
the nobility signed the Charter of the Governed, which granted new protections to commoners 
and freemen.  Such empowerment of the peasant class became the standard as the other 
nations adopted similar measures, often by the threat of general strikes by labor.  A meeting of 
great philosophical and linguistic scholars determined that a common language and alphabet 
would benefit human works tremendously and the nobles adopted it is their own in the spirit of 
common human endeavor.  In time, the common people, in imitation of their betters, dropped 
their local linguistic variations in favor of a more perfect speech.
 
It seemed that nearly every decade seemed to herald greater heights of medical and 
technological wonder.  Clockwork, which had been primitive at best, became ubiquitous as 
notions of the assembly line became possible.  The Beauteous Malady was eradicated upon 
the discovery of a fungus that grows on wheat buds which, when ingested, reverses the effects.  
Ghouls still prowled the night, but Hidalgo of the Vundustani crown were dispatched to put them 
down where they were found.  The invention of the printing press allowed a freer exchange 
of philosophy and news, and the Sanctifier faith was quick to capitalize on this technology to 
spread their message of bodily mortification.  Baermichelle, the site of so much bloodshed and 
plague, turned resolutely to the Sanctifier faith as a result.
 
Previous notions of the world were proven false in the face of scientific inquiry.  Vundustani 
astronomers were unravelling the secrets of the cosmos with shocking alacrity.  In the span 
of a scant few decades, they discovered that the world was in fact round and almost entirely 
covered in ocean.  This flew in the face of notions that the world was flat and that a majority 
of it was firmament.  Human intuition failed to take in the full scope of man’s insignificance.  It 
was discovered that the sphere of the Monarchies rotated in a fixed manner around the sun, 
not the other way around.  Indeed, the invention of the telescope even allowed astronomers 
a glimpse (albeit, in negative) of the Undergod known as Austrologaris, showing that its form 
was a hollow-half sphere of unknown material, not a sun-swallowing serpent as depicted in 
the barbarian perceptions of antiquity.  Astronomers also made a logical connection between 
their own orbital world and the possibility that there were other worlds.  Followers of the Anti-
Faith had always asserted that the Undergods arrived in the Monarchies from somewhere else.  
The mathematics, philosophy, and physics of the age showed that there could in fact be many 
worlds orbiting many different suns.  Indeed, some radical minds of the age proposed that other 
worlds might perhaps operate on alternate sets of physical laws.  Fantasy tales of travel to 
distant stars cropped up in the public imagination.  Some of the first motion pictures, a hundred 
years later, would be of these popular accounts of extraterrestrial worlds.
 
Quality of life continued to increase at what seemed to be an exponential rate.  In Remina, the 
mechanical power of steam was harnessed, sparking a revolution in transport, manufacturing, 



and agriculture.  Locomotive tracks crossed the land, the Spiteful Mountains, and the Vile River.  
The world, once thought to be dark as a matter of rude nature, was illuminated by the shedding 
of electrons by noble gases.  Notions of art were forever changed with the invention of the 
motion picture.  It was this technology that would become a key part of history, helping to spark 
a wildfire which engulfed the whole of the world in an bout of industrial-grade bloodshed.
 
In the spring of 1363 CE Auguste Brithonia, the Marquis of Rattleboure, was assassinated 
by poisoned crossbow bolt outside the steps of the Mistletoe Moor Temple Standing Stones.  
The incident was captured on film and images of the convulsing Marquis’s final moments 
shocked Reminian society to the core, having never seen the monarchy in their most mortal 
capacity.  It sparked widespread paranoia and a general sense of insult topped with a serving 
of vulnerability.  The assassins, a pair of Baermichelle mercenaries, were uncovered and 
hung from the highest gallows in all of Remina, built specially for the occasion.  Documents 
began surfacing shortly thereafter linking the duo to interests in the Dreyraini House of Hevrair.  
With an uncharitable eye, one could interpret events such that the Emperor himself may have 
ordered the assassination.  Remina, most industrialized of the Four Monarchies, brought its 
terrible steel industry to the production of swords and battleships.  Dreyrain, knowing it could 
never match Reminian productivity, opted to attack first and subdue the terrible coal-engine 
before it reached full speed.
 
The attack was brutal and effective.  Dreyrain marched handily over the Reminian people and 
when it seemed that their forces were unopposed, the nation of Baermichelle, once the most 
hated of Remina’s enemies, came to her aid.  The two allies united forces and drove Dreyrain 
close to its original borders but not without heavy loses.  As a full year dragged on, grinding 
millions of human souls into the dust, it was clear that Dreyrain was itself unassailable and 
that the might of the allies would not be sufficient to repel the invader.  Although the Dreyraini 
winter is its country’s greatest defense, it was not permanent.  After a year, Remina had fully 
re-purposed its industry to the pursuit of war, including a gleaming white-and-green fleet of 
battleships waiting for the North Passage to thaw.  It seemed as if Dreyrain would win the land 
war but lose the war of the coast.   This could have very well been the end of the Great War (as 
it was then known).  However, Vundustan opted to shed its neutrality at this key point, entering 
the war on behalf of Dreyrain.  It had been fourteen thousand years since its composition, but 
the Vundustani people never forgot the “Epic of Hamareesh” and the many virtues it extolled of 
shedding Baermichelli blood.
 
Four nations, none of whom were capable of besting the other, were in that moment locked 
in a struggle far greater than the simple events which had sparked it.  No aspect of life was 
unaltered.  Malnutrition, flu, malaria, and scurvy were rampant.  Even those far from the front 
lines were casualties of the war.  Laborers and refugees, caught up in events, were seen as 
legitimate targets because their labor was a component of the enemy’s war machine.  The 
Great War came then to be known as the War of Totality.  This was not a simple scuffle 
between rival nations.  This was not even like the Century of War, which only scarred half of the 
nations.  This was a war of survival for every party involved.  Every living human was a target.  
The stakes were as high as could possibly be imagined and the costs each side was willing to 
pay were astronomical.  Baermichelli and Vundustani scientists invented a weapon, known as 
the Railcaster, at essentially the same time. This component of the war completely changed 
the face of the conflict, as both sides dug trenches to avoid the hail of projectile fire.  Those 
trenches later became lines of scrimmage in a fight against a very different foe.
 
The bodies of young men became the fuel for the conflict, transported to the front and inevitably 
burned to keep the engine of the State running.  So deep was the carnage that society noticed 



the lack of healthy young men in their world, noting the current generation as “The Lost Ones”.  
Many Vundustani poets romanticised the death of heroes in the horror of the trenches.  A link 
was made between the conscripts of the present and the Dervishes of old who brought low 
many Followers of the Undergods at the edge of a scimitar.  The nobility of all the Monarchies 
were utterly depopulated.  In some regions, perhaps half of the Landed titles had legitimate 
surviving heirs.  Ducal estates frequently reverted ownership to the Crown in the absence 
of legitimate claimants.  The title of Knight became an utter death sentence, as the Code of 
Obligations is widely interpreted to require the nobility to serve as the wedge in any frontal 
assault.  The world religions made various predictions on what it all meant.  For the Druids, 
it was a chance to defeat the forces of empire and dictatorship once and for all in a struggle 
of cosmic proportions.  For Thynism, it was a chance to subjugate heretic noble lines before 
the proper heavenly authority.  For the Sanctifiers, it was the final struggle that would herald a 
hundred new forms of apocalypse to scourge the guilty and free the faithful from the evil of the 
world.  No human prediction could have foreseen that the war would end.
 
The Tatterplague Ascendant
In the autumn of 1378, His Majesty of Baermichelle’s Battleship Mannonistic approached the 
Incandescent Bay drydock in Baermichelle from the Southern Ocean.  Travelling at full steam, 
workers from the dock hailed the vessel about its distress but there was no return signal.  
Before long, at the edge of sunset, the ship had plowed into several commercial vessels in the 
dock and eventually run aground.  It did not initially seem to have a crew.  Just as the sun left 
the horizon, gangplanks were placed upon her port and authorities began investigating what 
had happened.  Just as people were aboard, the ship exploded in a riot of cries and footfall.  
Hundreds of zombi, the first known victims of the Tatterplague, swarmed from the hold of the 
ship and out into the city.  More zombi were present than simply the crew of the Mannonistic; 
there were refugees from many of the nations among these early victims.
 
The mere presence of zombi, not merely their bites and scratches, were enough to infect many 
members of the population.  Others needed direct contact with the zombi for infection to take 
hold.  Some few seemed immune for the most part, but this is no mercy since one’s entire family 
might be pressed into the armies of the night.  At some point, the zombi began eating survivors 
instead of recruiting them and this may be explained by the immune systems of the survivors.  It 
is widely believed that whatever survivors are left currently have full immunity.  This is perhaps 
why zombi are not able spread the plague by bite.  The Tatterplague must absorb the biomass 
through other means (eating survivors).
 
Baermichelle fell in a single day.  The Baermichelle royal family, as far as anyone currently 
knows, was entirely brought low in the initial assault due in part to a desire to help survivors 
at ground level.  Reports of this period are hazy and clouded in speculation, but many believe 
that the speed at which the Tatterplague spread was because zombi learned how to stow 
away in railroad cars.  Some believe that they were aided by unknown forces (Followers of 
the Undergods, rival monarchies, priests of rival religions, the nobility with aim to exterminate 
the poor, etc).  None of this is substantiated, of course.  No one is sure of the origins of the 
Tatterplague outside of the Incandescent Bay Incident even three years after its onset.  Only 
the Rites of the Undergods might be able to pierce the veil of history to reveal such secrets, but 
none has come forward with any information on the subject.
 
Vundustan and Remina faced their epidemics at roughly the same time, although how zombi 
first arrived in Vundustan is mystery with a thousand speculations.  Vundustan was most 
prepared of the nations, but even advanced warning of the Tatterplague is not enough to stop 
it from scattering one’s people and undoing one’s greatest works.  Vundustani survivors, more 



than any other, adhere to the notion that the Tatterplague invasion of the subcontinent was 
performed by deliberate human act.
 
In the late winter, enough surviving members of what passed for the various governments of the 
world met in a secret location in the Spiteful Mountains and signed a document entitled “The 
Truce of Horrors”.  It enumerated an estimate of the total loss of life, which was in the hundreds 
of millions.  It documented a few of the highest titled nobility who had been claimed.  It called 
an end to the War of Totality and indeed to all war, noting that the continuation of the species 
was not at all ensured.  For some, the Truce inspired a sense of common understanding but 
others refused to drop their grievances.  This assumes they even got the news, as message of 
its signing was slow to spread and many survivors continued killing as if the war had never been 
called off.  The needless loss of life was probably not even noticed by Mertsegir, who is the 
Undergod most likely to have cared.
 
The Tatterplague
Stage 1 (Initial Infection)
Those afflicted with Stage 1 of the Tatterplague show a fever and unexplainable aggression.  
Although technically curable, doing so requires either prohibitively rare medical expertise (this is 
after all, an esoteric healing technique) or a fortune in Antibiotic Synthesis (a so-called miracle 
cure).  Stage 1 does not necessarily transition to Stage 2 immediately.  Some subjects succumb 
within three days without medical attention.  Others last up to a week.  With a doctor’s full time 
monitoring, subjects can last for up to three months, but without a cure, subjects will eventually 
transition to Stage 2.  Subjects who fall into a critical state, such as any sort of profuse bleeding, 
immediately proceed to Stage 2.  If allowed to bleed unto death, the subject will proceed to 
Stage 3 as if they had never been exsanguinated.
 
Stage 2 (Transitional  Form)
At stage 2, subjects cannot be cured by known and reliable methods.  Early research indicates 
that there may be techniques, but they would require medical genius the likes of which are 
known perhaps once in a generation.  Such techniques would also require a degree of moral 
flexibility; many of the proposed methods would involve acts considered immoral, illegal, or 
otherwise “forbidden” medicine.  Those who call upon the Undergods know of a Rite that can 
remake a body that is relatively whole (Subverting the Fallen Meat).  If killed in Stage 2, subjects 
can be “returned to life” within an hour without any symptoms of the Tatterplague.  As with all 
things involving the Undergods, the effect of such workings is almost certainly either unknown or 
unknowable.
 
Stage 2 subjects can speak but cannot control their anger reflex without exerting themselves 
with a true feat of will but they can be reasoned with by intense, focused persuasion.  Their 
energy is sapped by the light of the sun, as their normal biological process are subverted and 
rerouted to fall in line with the Tatterplague’s needs.  At this point, skin is known to slough off, 
giving the disease its reputation and moniker.  Subjects will find that their pain is lessened by 
feasting upon the flesh of their kind.  This stage of the Tatterplague lasts until the subject’s 
will gives way to the disease.  With training and encouragement, subjects have been known 
to remain in this stage for up to two months.  However, without support structure, subjects 
invariable progress to Stage 3 within days of reaching this level of infection.  
 
Stage 3 (Terminal Infection)
By Stage 3, the subject is no longer in control of their actions and indeed, to medical 
examinations, are considered dead.  Their body is remade at the chemical level by the 
Tatterplague.  Whatever processes the disease uses to power the body are hindered by the 



presence of sunlight.  For this reason, in sunlight, Stage 3 subjects (referred to collectively in 
slang as ‘Johnny Zombi’) cannot move faster than a walk.  However, in dark and artificial light, 
Stage 3 subjects are incredibly dangerous.  They exhibit feats of strength they did not know in 
life.  They move at the pace of a predator seeking prey.  Worst of all, they seek out their own 
kind to hunt in packs.  Stage 3 subjects seek to eat and kill the uninfected.  It is unclear the 
mechanism by which zombi determine who is and is not infected.
 
Stage 4 (Speciation)
It is a noted but not well understood phenomenon that victims of the Tatterplague (“zombi”) 
sometimes evolve entire new structures and organ systems.  This process makes them more 
efficient at the eradication of human life as they specialize in various modes of extermination.  
These different “breeds” have appeared at a roughly steady pace, giving the zombi invasion a 
flavor-of-the-season-like quality.  Survivors have given them colorful monikers (local variation is 
bound to occur).  This season’s newest zombi species are called  “Suicide King Talkers” (see 
below).
 
Various nodes have been noticed upon the backs, eye sockets, and facial cavity of some 
zombi.  One type dubbed “Thoughtsmell” zombi tracks prey that they cannot see or indeed 
sense through any other known means.  This mechanism works on no understood principle 
and in the absence of solid research this class is thought to “smell the thoughts” of human prey.  
Another type, known as “Soulhunger” zombi, has an advanced system of thick, ropey nerves 
that serves some otherwise unknown function.  Early tests indicate it might have something 
to do with Dimensional Science, perhaps allowing it to sense into nearby planes of existence.  
This has lead to the popular meme that they “hunger for souls” which they can sense in a 
hypothetical “land of the dead”.
 
One type has been known to spit corrosive neurotoxins like a Vundustani cobra.  It is known 
as a “Digester” in zombi-hunter parlance and are the frequent target of Railcaster fire.  Another 
kind, the so-called “Suicide King” uses some sort of alien pheromone system to incite a target 
into zombi-like berserker rage.  This pheromone is so insidious that it causes the target to suffer 
almost complete tunnel vision in their quest to destroy the Suicide King.  This has the effect of 
drawing out survivors in otherwise comfortable and defensible positions.  It is true that a certain 
number of Suicide Kings sign their death warrant in this manner, but it almost always results 
in the death of its victim as well.  Many survivors have told of encounters with “Talkers” which 
are said to have the power of speech.  Some few claim to have negotiated with one of these 
oddities, but they aren’t exactly great at the art of conversation.  Talkers seem to have universal 
enmity against those with the Tatter-Ward Wrappings and, somehow, the Keeper of the Least 
(a technique which normally slays only the living) is perfectly efficacious against them.  The 
only conclusion is that they are not accursed in the same manner as their dumber kin, but this 
is mere speculation.  It is likely that Talkers exist mainly as a means of waging psychological 
warfare as they cannot issue orders to their fellows or create complex strategies.
 
Speciated zombi have a terrible tendency to incorporate elements of their surroundings into 
their form (and each other).  One such type finds shards of metal, armor, razor wire, and other 
detritus of war into their bodies as a means of fortifying it and allowing muscles to grow that 
are stronger than what the human form can normally possess.  These are prosaically referred 
to as “Ironbones”.  The most feared of all zombi to face in the heart of a survival scenario are 
called “Amalgams” both by scholarly nebbishes and hardened survivalists.  Amalgams absorb 
other zombi and supplement their own form with the target’s proteins and Tatterplague disease.  
They are refreshed by this act and are given inhuman strength for a brief moment.  It is believed 
that the Amalgam may burn as much as 40% of their prey’s protein chains in a single feat of 



strength.  There are very few man-made structures that can withstand such force.  Rumors exist 
of “Zombi Gods”, zombi who have absorbed so many of their fellow’s adaptations that they have 
evolved into something entirely new and more frightening (a fifth Stage?).  This has never been 
recorded in a lab, however, and is (one hopes) merely the rumors of drunken survivors around a 
fire.  “Stay sharp, boys,” they might hypothetically say, adding “there just might be a Zombi God 
out somewhere in this godforsaken place.”
 
Human Works and Society
Life in the four states of the world are more similar to one another than different.  Citizens 
of each nation once enjoyed similar levels of freedom, technology, and wealth.  These 
days, protection from zombi are the chief considerations of those who are still alive.  Ideas 
of nationalism, while not totally eradicated, are quickly taking the back seat to notions of 
continuation of the human species.  Much of what was deemed to be important has been cast to 
the side and even the War of Totality, which was once the greatest concern, is a matter of mere 
history.  This is a state of affairs that followers of the Undergods had always expected and the 
eradication of human works has always been a central tenet of their anti-ethos.
 
The society of the Monarchies is patriarchal and family lines are passed by male heir.  No one 
is given a right to vote because leadership is a matter of divine right, and therefore in the hands 
of the Demiurge, not the People.  Crimes are investigated and punished by Summoners and 
their Sherrifs, both of whom are Freemen.  Capital offenses are punished by hanging, except 
in Vundustan where beheading by scimitar, as in ancient times, is still the law of the land.  
Treason, especially by the nobility, is the gravest of offense for it is a breach of the Code of 
Obligations.  Using the Rites of the Undergods was once prosecuted as Crimes Against Nature 
and punished as a capital offense.  These days, cultists are the heroes of the tales, lauded for 
their compassion in an age when the villain is your only ally.
 
The Holy Empire of Dreyrain
Dreyrain occupies the northeastern corner of the Monarchies.  It is the largest of the nations, but 
the least populous.  Its western third is temperate forest and excellent land for growing wheat, 
cabbage, and potatoes.  Its central region is piny tundra, home to the descendants of the feared 
Elksheart Tribe.  In the far east, the tundra gives way to permafrost and a seemingly endless 
wind-blasted steppe.  Dreyrain means “land beyond the river” (the Striated River)  in the Old 
Tongue, a holdover from the Empire of Tallow.  Dreyraini winters are cold enough to freeze a 
zombi solid (they do thaw eventually, though).
 
Although known as a Holy Empire, the modern nation of Dreyrain took the term largely as the 
fulfilment of one of Lord Thyne’s prophecies.  It is recorded that Lord Thyne had a vision of a 
united Dreyrain, like unto the Empire of Tallow that preceded it.  The House of Hevrair, pious 
in their devotion to Thynism, took the title as a means of making this prophecy manifest.  This, 
of course, is upsetting to the sensibilities of Remina and Modern Druidism, which asserts that 
imperial ambitions are inherently evil and that the notion of a world government is morally 
corrupt.
 
The virtues that Dreyraini nobility are supposed to aspire to are impartiality, endurance, 
stoicism, justice, and skill-at-arms.  Dreyrain’s card suite is clubs.  Dreyrani people are 
stereotyped as humorless, bland, and depressed by the climate.  Officers in His Imperial 
Highness’s Army wear helmets with large, ornamental spikes.  This attribute is much 
exaggerated in parody and the various propaganda depictions of the other three nations.
 



The current Emperor, Yarl Hevrairson II, is by all accounts taking refuge in a bunker deep 
in the Spiteful Mountains.  His reign is over, or at least, attenuated, and yet he dispatches 
orders which presumably reach someone.  At ground level, however, there is no functioning 
government and almost all of the nobility are dead.  Holy Emperor Yarl the Second has made a 
claim that all humanity are now his subjects, but this is unenforceable at any level.  It is currently 
the policy of the Dreyraini government to shut down all Dimensional Engines.  “We can’t desert 
at a time like this.”  This is a quote from the Emperor and also the official party line of the 
government.  However, a few Dimensional Engines operate within Dreyrain and the government 
probably operates one themselves, as well.  Needless to say, Dreyraini people are finding their 
way out of the Monarchies regardless of what their “government” says.
 
The people of Dreyrain descend from the ancient Cattlemen people who, as their name 
suggests, raised livestock.  However, they were not shepherds and nomads; their civilization 
fed the choicest heifers grains from their many fields.  Unlike their primitive neighbors, they 
had agriculture and its fragility made it a frequent target of raids.  The Cattlemen people 
eventually grew sufficiently to support a military with a specialized warrior class, however, and 
this is the origins of the Hammer-of-Heathens combat style.  The style uses a Great Mace, a 
weapon prized in Dreyrain for the efficiency of its brutality.  It is largely devoted to destroying 
the weapons, shields, armor, and bodies of their opponents.  Because the Followers of the 
Undergods lacked craftsmen (most of their weapons were spoils) they had no means of 
repairing broken weapons.  A single practitioner of the style could shut down ten combatants 
before blood had even been shed.  The Hammer-of-Heathens style has always been known as 
a hard-hitting style, even in the War of Totality.  “Hammerboys,” as they were known in the War, 
seemed tireless, dealing punishing blows long after their comrades had run out of steam.
 
Svegotipol
The capital of Dreyrain is Svegotipol, the old seat of the Cattlemen people’s civilization from 
prehistoric times.  The winters here are merely brutal, not lethal.  Most importantly, in recent 
times, its universities, museums, and even the Imperial Palace itself have become home 
to a tenuous few survivors.  Best of all, Svegotipol has a Dimensional Engine capable of 
moving perhaps 4 or 5 survivors a day through a Fracture.  They keep the device in a hole 
sixty thousand feet underground to the permafrost, which keeps it safe from zombies and 
governmental saboteurs.
 
Mount Undeniable
In a particular moment of religious piety an obscure Emperor commissioned artisans to blast the 
top off a mountain and carve it with the likeness of Lord Thyne recumbent on a throne of light.  
The project was extravagant and despite precautions hundreds of workers were maimed and 
dozens perished.  It has since been claimed as a gathering place for followers of the Anti-Faith 
and practitioners of the Rites of the Undergods.  It is known as a region that is protected by the 
Rites, so it is common waypoint for many nomadic survivors.  The cultists are systematically 
dismantling the monument when they are not using the Sigil of the Least upon the zombi.
 
Summerport
Passage through the North Sea in the winter is impossible, even to steam-powered ships 
designed to crack through the ice.  The aptly named Summerport is Dreyrain’s chief northern 
port, although it is accessible only during warm months.  Although it has an apt name, 
there is nothing at all summery about Summerport.  It is dark and cold for much of the year.  
Summerport was almost entirely leveled by Reminian assault when it came under fire by 
Railcaster artillery.  However, even in its state as a burned out hovel, survivors skim the 
wreckage in search of a tin of bully beef or a cache of coal.  It is a happy coincidence that zombi 



freeze this far north during the winter, but it is little comfort given that they do eventually thaw, 
no worse for wear.
 
The Republic of Remina
Remina occupies the northwestern portion of the continent.  It was once a lush forest but 
agriculture has turned it into a series of moors and plains.  A few of the Spiteful Mountains 
are shared by Remina and Baermichelle as a border.  This is Remina’s southern border and 
Baermichelle’s northern border.  Remina is wine country, with a long coastal border with 
bracing cold winds that rush in from the Western Ocean.  Remina has a long naval tradition 
and remains, even in the so-called “end times”, the strongest naval force in the world.  This is 
because Remina burns tons of coal and peat.
 
Remina takes the fact that it is a Republic quite seriously.  It prides itself on the fact that it is the 
most egalitarian nation.  The origins of this tradition are old indeed, for the Druids preached the 
evils of Empire for more than fourteen thousand years.  After the War of Totality began, Remina 
demonized Dreyraini culture by drawing a line between Reminian liberalism and Dreyraini 
authoritarianism.  Much of this oft-hailed Reminian egalitarianism is hogwash, however, as the 
monarchy has just as tight a grip on the reigns of State as any other nation.
 
The last reigning King of the constitutional Republic of Remina was Peter the Unremitting, 
whose epithet was earned fighting in battle against Dreyrain in the War of Totality.  It is hard 
to say if Peter is still alive or not, for he was known to keep an exceedingly extensive retinue 
of body doubles and impersonators, some of whom may be acting as a figurehead to maintain 
stability (ignoring the fact that there is no stability to maintain).  Reminian nobility claim that they 
aspire to the ideals of fairness, beauty, environmentalism, grace, and wit.  Remina’s card suite 
is the spade.  Reminian people are stereotyped as being foppish and unmanly, as evinced by 
their choice of the bow as a weapon; impersonal, distant, clean, and insulated from retaliation.
 
However, the bow has, historically, been the Reminian means of maintaining independence.  
In prehistoric times, Remina was a series of Druidic townships separated by a vast wilderness 
inhabited by the savage Bear Tribe.  These barbarians were religious cannibals whose worship 
of the Undergod Ghannuum frequently goaded them into going on warpath.  A fighting force, 
whose volunteers were taken from all of the Druidic lands, rose up against these backwards 
invaders.  They were known as the Longbowmen, for this was their chosen weapon.  Later, this 
style of archery was codified in the war against the Empire of Tallow and named Pitiless Ranger 
Style.  The ideal was one of a stoic Longbowman, firing on his target from cover and then 
darting away if their position was found.  It differs from traditional archery in that it is an ideal, 
an ethos, a philosophy, and an attitude as well as a combat style.  The other three Monarchies 
find this style horrifying.  To them, combat is a face to face affair where you can smell your 
opponent’s gut-wound as you end his life.  The Pitiless Ranger tradition has no use for such 
sentimentality.  It teaches techniques to hamstring your opponents so that you can fire upon 
them in their helplessness.  Even the most grim Master of the style thinks nothing of fleeing 
when the enemy draws close.  Death should be an ally, according to their teachings.  In the 
War of Totality, the inheritors of the Pitiless Ranger Style were known as the Heartless Legion, 
mostly fielded to knock out Railcaster nests when conventional methods failed.  The Heartless 
Legion standard bore an image of a heart pierced by two arrows, a symbol which heralded no 
small number of Dreyraini-Vundustani retreats.
 
Hutspar
Hutspar is the capital of Remina, a coastal city without a port (it is situated on a cliff).  The 
center of the city has a beautiful Druidic Standing Stone Temple, known as “The Stupa of 



Mankind”.  It is  one of the few safe places in all of Remina.  The Druids kept the Stupa as a 
safehouse thanks to an alliance with practitioners of the Rites of the Undergods.  A strange 
synthesis of Druidism and Anti-Faith are brewing here, a heresy unthinkable outside a 
survival scenario.  Science, with its materialistic miracles, is also represented and a cadre of 
amateur Dimensional Scientists have set up shop amid the holy stones.  Strangely, the area 
seems “primed” for use in Dimensional Science and it is easier to power the Dimensional 
Engine.
 
The Tomb of the Afflicted
At the dawn of Reminian history, a force, known to antiquity as simply “the Longbowmen,” 
defeated followers of the Undergods at a monument known as The Tomb of the Afflicted. The 
site was a point of pilgrimage for the savage people of this wilderness region.  The place wasn’t 
a tomb, exactly.  It was a colossally large pit which barbarian legends claims an Undergod 
burrowed into the earth.  For unclear reasons, the savages threw the bodies of the Blossom of 
Ardor plague victims into the pit, and a great barrow with a hole at the top was raised upon the 
precipice.  The Longbowmen waited until the war-chiefs of the Bear Tribe gathered their force 
at the monument and rained death upon them.  It has been reclaimed again in modern times 
by the Anti-Faith.  Now days, the barrow is fed with victims of the Tatterplague, and for this, it is 
spared other greater horrors.
 
Masters
Masters is a large city at the foot of the Spiteful Mountains that changed hands between all four 
Monarchies during the War of Totality.  It has always been a melting pot of sorts, and culturally, 
it is hard to distinguish what cultural tradition it hails from since fashion and architecture there 
resemble Baermichelli, Reminian, and Dreyraini style.  Most conflicts between Remina and 
other nations start in Masters.
 
The Republic of Baermichelle
The Spiteful Mountains surround Baermichelle’s eastern border and a majority of its northern 
border.  To the east is the subcontinent of Vundustan and to the north is Remina.  A small strip 
of the Northeast is a range of the Spiteful Mountains shared by Baermichelle and Dreyrain.  
Baermichelle is not exactly tropical, but for the Four Monarchies it is considered a warm country.  
The land grows with a wan tan grass that is excellent for goats and sheep.  Baermichelle is 
sometimes referred to as ‘Spice Country’ for this is their chief export.  There is very little industry 
except in the most affluent urban areas.  The common people in Bearmichelle are like features 
of the land, as their lifestyle changed little in the past thousands of years.  Their families inhabit 
the same foundations laid by their ancestors in prehistoric times.
 
Baermichelle once held aspirations of world conquest, but was humbled when the Empire 
of Tallow imploded.  Its absence was hard felt across the face of the known world and the 
Baermichelli people have always felt a great sense of shame at this.  This innate guilt is both 
for the atrocities committed by the Empire and for depriving the world, in its hour of greatest 
need, the light of civilization.  Consequently, the people and subsequently, the nobility, have 
found their ways into the arms of the Sanctifier faith.  A brief religious civil war defeated Thynist 
elements and cemented the Sanctifier faith as the religion of the State.  The invention of the 
printing press happened in Baermichelle, although its creator was mutilated by followers of the 
Undergods for his efforts.
 
The last Monarch of Baermichelle was King Vassimillian whose reign was consistently dogged 
with charges that he was in fact a follower of Druidism in a nation whose faith in a Sanctifier 
Demiurge was resolute.  His siding with Remina in the War of Totality did not sit well with a 



certain set, but this is simple history now.   Baermichelle’s nobility once aspired to the ideals 
of family, age, sacrifice, loyalty, and humility, but they have since become mere biomass for 
the zombi horde.  The Patrician class is all that is left of Baermichelle’s elite as far as anyone 
knows.   The Baermichelli card suite is diamonds. The other nations stereotype the Baermichelli 
people as being fundamentally stupid and religious to the point of superstition.  A popular 
puppet couple, Hans and Mara, are caricatures of Baermichelli commoners; they have too many 
children, they hate it when anyone is having fun, and they are easily frightened (especially at the 
merest mention of the Undergods).
 
Much is made of how the warriors known as the Lanterns drove the Followers of the Undergods 
from Baermichelle and founded the Empire of Tallow.  It is a tale that has drifted into the realm 
of national obsession.  Just who these Lanterns were is unknown.  Because their foes rode 
on horseback, they fashioned long poles with blades at the end to unhorse and knock down 
their opponents.  The particular kind of polearm they were said to have used is called a voulge 
and continues to be an object of Baermichelli identity.  After the establishment of feudalism 
in Baermichelle, the inheritors of the Lantern’s fighting style came to be known as Ignoble 
Footmen and this stuck as the name of this technique.  Whereas the Lanterns must have been 
royalty of one stripe or another to have been able to afford arms and training, the Ignoble 
Footmen were common career soldiers in service to the King of Baermichelle.  Their craft was 
the art of knight-slaying and this earned them no small amount of vitriol across the face of the 
world.  Their entire reason for existing to was carve up noblemen and this is quite contrary to 
notions of the Divine Right and so forth.  The Footmen saw particular heavy use in the Century 
of War against Remina, where the Knights of Masters dubbed them “Butchers of Baermichelle”.  
In the War of Totality, they spilled more high born blood than in any conflict the world had seen.  
Ultimately, the power of this technique lies in its precision.  Facing Ignoble Footmen in combat is 
to face an overwhelming barrage of attacks with a reduced chance to retaliate.
 
Indigo
In the northern region of Baermichelle is a mining town called Indigo that is home to the 
Cathedral of Saint Lumbricus.  According to Sanctifer dogma, Lumbricus had been a tax 
collector in the age of the Beauteous Malady.  He was murdered by adherents of the Anti-
Faith when he first penned ten theses expounding upon the evils of material existence.  These 
tenets became part of Sanctifer “required reading” or Canon as they call would call it.  The 
place of his death is said to be the location of the Cathedral of Saint Lumbricus who was slain 
for the crime of being too wise and too penitent.  The last laugh, predictably, belongs to the 
intellectual descendants of his murderers, those who call upon the Undergods.  The Cathedral 
is, in modern times, a sanctuary enforced by those who call upon the Rites of the Undergods for 
their supernatural excretions.
 
Riverthrone Strip (Seat of Civilization)
The sacred river that runs up and down the Baermichelli coast was once called the Majesty. It 
is now called the Vile River because the Sanctifier faith cannot permit the material world to be 
held in any sort of esteem.  This region was called the Seat of Civilization because it is likely 
that human civilization first began here.  At its height, scant years ago,  millions of people lived 
across the coast.   The Riverthrone Strip comprised an unbroken series of cities that combine 
to form a single region of the coast.  Because of the river the land virtually irrigates itself.  
Almost no people remain at present, though.  The Tatterplague was very thorough.  There are 
no publicly known surviving Monarchs of Baermichelle and yet there are no graves with their 
names upon them.  There are rumors of a Dimensional Engine run out of a library here, but the 
Riverthrone Strip is a sea of libraries.  The region is now utterly silent, ruled by a single mob of 
zombie who move like a school of predatory fish.



 
Torquemorro
In the northern pastures of Baermichelle lies the ruins of the largest fortress ever installed by 
the Empire of Tallow.  Torquemorro was created as the ultimate bulwark against the threat of 
invasion from the North.  When the Empire collapsed, the fort was abandoned, but became a 
coal-mining town after the invention of the steam engine.  The mine networks are still intact and 
indeed, many have used them in modern time as sanctuary from Johnny Zombi.  At some point 
in its existence, the coal caught on fire and burns beneath the earth.  It is unclear if it will ever 
go out.
 
The Sublime State of Vundustan
Vundustan is an environment unseen elsewhere in the Four Monarchies.  It is a rough, desert 
land colored dull, golden orange.  It may not be an exaggeration to say that every plant has 
thorns or to say that of all the animals of the world, the ant is king in Vundustan.  Chick pea, 
rice, and wheat are, even in modern times, the staples of the subcontinent.  The cultural 
tradition of this place is that of the Dervish, an ecstatic warrior and poet.  The Dervish tradition is 
in fact the Four Monarchy’s most humanist school of thought.  In a way, it is a reaction against 
the Followers of the Undergods who have lived openly in the wilderness since prehistoric 
times.  Ghouls from the age of the Beauteous Malady stalk the land even in the age of the 
Tatterplague.  A culture of chivalric morality and compassion therefore affirms a sense of 
humanity in the civilized people of the subcontinent.
 
Some Dervishes followed a form of old Druidism and erected standing stones, but Druidism 
never took hold of the commoner’s imagination.  There were some Dervish adherents of the 
Sanctifier faith and Dervishes exalt in acts of deliberate mortification, but they have a joy that 
is just a little too carnal for Sanctifier austerity.  Even Thynism is accommodated in Vundustan, 
for it values the warrior ethos and the Hidalgo’s Code of Obligations.  Yet, the people believe 
they are the “Vanquishers of Empires,” a narrative oft repeated in Vundustani art and literature.  
Consequently, Vundustan places its faith squarely in the State.  Despite the secular nature of 
this belief there is no absence of dogma in the culture of Vundustan.  It is merely the orthodoxy 
of the State, not the Demiurge.
 
King Algalar was the terminal sovereign of Vundustan.  The fate of his fourty-five sons (all but 
two of which were illegitimate and ineligible for the throne) is unknown, but they are presumed 
dead.  Algalar’s decision to side with Dreyrain was rooted in the belief that his nation had grown 
soft and needed a war to restore its “manly essence”.  Foreign propaganda depicts Algalar as 
believing that he was a sort of second coming of Hamareesh, the hero of the quintessential 
Vundustani epic.  Vundustani nobility once prized the virtues of youth, cunning, talent, agility, 
and courage.  The Vundustani card suite is hearts.  Vundustani are written off as irresponsible 
and prone to flights of fancy such as fashion or other human endeavor that values the wisdom 
of the moment.
 
The ideal of the Dervish might be an impossible one to live up to, for beauty and violence 
seldom inhabit the same space.  However, the warrior ethos of the Dervish and the lust for life 
that it exalts are alive and well even in an age of horror.  Born of the struggle between the urban 
folk of Vundustan and the nomadic worshippers of Mertsegir, the Dance-of-the-Dervish style 
of combat exults in rhythm and in bloodshed in equal measures.  Early in the narrative of the 
Epic of Hamareesh, it becomes clear that slaying imperialist invaders is our main character’s 
chief concern.  Indeed, the language used by the poet Markos to describe this joy may have 
been what moved King Algalar to go to war with Baermichelle and Remina on Dreyrain’s behalf.  
The Dance-of-the-Dervish begins humbly, fighting and singing with crossed swords.  The 



masters of this technique lose themselves to the moment, becoming vessels for both song and 
dismemberment.  If the master and the scimitar are not of a singular being, then the dance has 
been performed incorrectly.  What power, besides death and the Undergods themselves, could 
part such a hero from his weapon?
 
Beshikta (Pronounced: Beh-Sheek-Tah)
The Tower of Unabated Virtue was built by the Vundustani government as a symbol of 
mankind’s ingenuity.  Built in the heart of the Monarchy’s palace grounds, it has remained open 
to the public throughout the War of Totality (but not after).  It is a massive iron tower dominating 
the skyline of Beshikta.  After the Tatterplague, the people of Beshikta pulled together in the 
spirit of the Dervish and defended the city along walls that were built in prehistoric times.  After 
a year of fighting the zombie every night, the defenders and what survivors were left fled to the 
Tower of Unabated Virtue for a last stand.  The Tower was the scene of a terrible stampede 
and countless people were crushed.  The day was saved when Followers of the Undergods 
drove the zombi back to their lairs.  It is now protected by the Rites.  A mercenary Dimensional 
Engine operation is said to exist in Beshikta, sending people to unknown places in exchange 
for survival goods and weapons.  These self-interested souls do not follow the ways of the 
Undergods and exist in an uneasy truce with their cultist neighbors.
 
Facility 11
In the middle of the sunbaked Vundustani desert is a huge hatch that pulls back to reveal a 
military research station, home to early Railcaster experiments.  It was here, shortly after the 
start of the Tatterplague, that the first Fractures were recorded by scientists.  For theoreticians 
who had long prophesied that there were Many Worlds, it was a vindication.  The problem 
lies in that the phenomenon is one-way; they could move matter and energy, but had no idea 
where it went.  During these experiments, Followers of the Undergods infiltrated the Facility 
and performed a Greater Rite of the Undergods.  They were given revelations that slew most 
of them, but those that survived saw a vision of salvation in the place behind the world’s 
cracks.  They were never seen again and the survivors regained control afterwards.  The same 
Dimensional Engine used in the early experiments is still in operation, when it isn’t reduced to a 
smoldering pile of rubble.  This happens with relative frequency.
 
The Sepulchral Cavern
The first record of Dervishes that has survived the ravages of time and cultists is a narrative 
of an assault against a place called the Well of Mertsegir somewhere in the eastern Spiteful 
Mountains on the Vundustani side.  It is unclear what people these Followers of Mertsegir 
were, mainly because their existence has been wiped from history.  No one really knows where 
this ‘Well of Mertsegir’ even was, but there is a certain cave that has birthed forth Ghouls (not 
zombi) from ancient times to the present.  This cave is called the Sepulchral Cavern in modern 
times and although noteworthy, it may not in fact even be the famed “Well of Mertsegir”.
 
Nobles, Titles, and other Social Distinctions
The noble families of each of the monarchies trace their descent from the despots of those 
prehistoric city-states that defended themselves from the barbarian followers of the Undergods.  
The narrative, therefore, is that the nobility are the embodiment of civilization itself, given divine 
mandate from the Demiurge to subdue the forces of chaos, draw prosperity from the land, and 
reap the spoils of civil society.  Nobles adhere, as a culturally expected norm, to the Code of 
Obligations.
 
There are a number of divisions of nobility, with more rights afforded to “Landed” nobility 
than “Errant” nobility.  Landed nobility may request a Trial by Combat if they are accused 



of a capital offense, locking themselves in mortal combat with a champion named by their 
accuser (who must, themselves, be of equal noble title as the person whom they are accusing).  
Presumably, this method allows the Demiurge to take a closer role in deciding guilt.  Likewise, 
noble families are considered either “Patent” (that is to say, recent enough to be recorded in 
the official records) or “Obscure” (meaning that their titles are so old as to belong to prehistory).  
The property of being Obscure does not carry legal ramifications, but it is a sign of pedigree 
relating to the family's status in regards to divine mandate.  After all, this mandate was a product 
of prehistoric conflicts with the forces of alien barbarism.  The House of Hevrair, for instance, is 
Landed and Obscure.  The lowest nobility are Errant and Patent.  Families that are Errant and 
Obscure are the subject of many novels since their pedigree is perfect but they have lost their 
lands through some misfortune.
 
The Code of Obligations
The Code of Obbligations was created as a means of giving the warrior culture and noble 
families a code which would, at the very least, humanize the brutality of conflict.  It is, in some 
ways, a contract with the common people and it is directly tied to the divine right of nobility 
to rule.  It is presumed that if the nobility does not adhere to the Code, then they are not fit 
to rule.  The nobility clearly transgress against the Code regularly, such as the habit of killing 
defenseless peasantry in the War of Totality, for instance.  Every nation did it, and yet, society 
never counted it as a breach of Obligations.  The Thynist religion, however, did notice and 
condemned them for such.  To one adhering to Thynism, the Tatterplague could very well be 
the product of bad leadership.
 
The Code of Obligations
Honor Always the Demiurge
Serve One’s Liege Faithfully
Protect the Defenseless
Live Always with Charity
Give No Offense
Eschew Unfairness, Meanness, and Deceit
Accept All Legitimate Challenges
 
King (Emperor in Dreyrain)
It is a widely held belief that a King is required to maintain civilization.  A singularity of vision 
cuts through the inefficiency of rule-by-committee.  With a single unitary executive there is a 
single position of responsibility.  The King is the embodiment, in many ways, of society itself.  
He is the State, its apparatus, its engine of diplomacy, its figurehead, and its caretaker.  The 
King is the embodiment of the Land itself.  Dreyrain bestows the greatest sovereignty upon its 
monarch, bestowing him the very powers of life and death at a whim.  For obvious reasons, the 
title of King is Landed.
 
Archduke (Marquis in Remina)
Archdukes are quite few in number in each of the monarchies.  Vundustan has but two.  Remina 
has twelve, but they are known as Marquis (pronounced: mar-kwiss) in all official dealings.  It 
speaks to the nature of Reminian monarchy that their highest titles have a somewhat republican 
bent to them.  Archdukes lord over multiple Duchies, comprising an Archducal Estate.  
Archdukes once commanded tens of thousands of soldiers.  The title of Archduke and Marquis 
are Landed.
 
Duke
Dukes, the Lord of a Duchy, hold Counts as their vassals.  They once owned opulent estates 



and threw parties which drew in the nobility of many Nations.  When wars break out, Dukes 
are expected to field their forces personally.  Many perished in the War of Totality, but those 
statistics are small in comparison to the devastation of the Tatterplague.  The title of Duke is 
Landed.
 
Count
Counts oversee a County, which is broken into various Baronies.  In Vundustan, each of the 
Counts gather for a grand tournament of swordplay.  The winner of this tourney is blessed by 
the Crown and named Champion.  This custom has not been observed in recent years.  There 
is not much survival value to be found in the naming of Champions.
 
Baron
Barons oversee Baronies as well as scores of Knights, who in turn, command commoners.  
Barons in Dreyrain are given the right to slay any member of the Dreyraini military of lower rank 
who they feel are disloyal to the Emperor.  It considered rude to kill a Knight who is not your 
vassal.
 
Knight (Hidalgo in Vundustan)
Knights are not Landed, and are therefore Errant.  Knights are military commanders of the 
highest rank, men of privilege to whom the task of everyday defense falls.  Knights are the 
subject of high romance in lands of Vundustan, whose literary history speaks of this order as the 
Hidalgo.  Hidalgo roam the wild places, bringing faith and reason to ignorant pastoral people.  
They defend peasants without reward.  Its all very touching stuff, really.
 
Freeman (Patrician in Baermichelle)
A few professions carry with it the legal designation “Freeman”.  In essence Commoners are 
considered property of the lands in which they live; Freeman have some measure of say in how 
they conduct themselves.  Reeves are any member of a recognized royal or town guard.  Their 
superiors, known as Sherrifs, are also Freemen.  Being a Soldier of the Crown bestows the 
designation upon makers-of-war.  A Summoner is a sort of local magistrate, appointed by the 
local Baron and endowed with the power ‘to summon’ anyone not of noble birth for questioning 
or punishment.  Any Valet or Squire of a noble is granted Freeman Status.  In Baermichelle, the 
system is quite different and Freeman status is granted only as a matter of inheritance.  There 
are, consequently, a number of families which hold Patrician status in the legal code of the 
Throne of Baermichelle.  This is a legacy from the Empire of Tallow, whose birth records were 
sparred the sacking other parts of the Empire received.  As a result, Baermichelle’s bureaucratic 
engine of state is in the hands of a few well-connected families.  Freemen are permitted to own 
and run businesses, often in markets in which a Crown allows them to operate under Royal 
Monopoly.  Because of the prohibition against commoners owning and running businesses, the 
concept of the corporation is an alien one to the Monarchies.
 
Commoner
Commoners are those poor majority not of noble birth.  Commoners have far fewer rights in 
legal and bureaucratic proceedings than Freeman and the Nobility.  Only Remina gives its 
Commoners free legal representation if they cannot afford it themselves.  Commoners were not 
allowed to own weapons outside of military training and action, although this prohibition has 
very much gone extinct since zombi became the chief consideration of the era.  In fact, knowing 
how to use a weapon is a basic part of survival so there is usually a reason a person isn’t at 
least competent enough to swing a heavy stick.  Commoners can actually get quite wealthy, but 
they have historically enjoyed no protection against the meddling of their lord.
 



Religion, Anti-Faith, and Science
All three religions exist in every Monarchy despite their mutually exclusive theologies.  
Vundustan has no official state religion, but is far more dogmatic in its nationalism than 
elsewhere.  All three religions are present in Vundustan, but ultimately, the people see the 
monarchy as the saviors of mankind, not an invisible Demiurge.  It is the conceit of each of 
the world’s religions that there is a being, of perfect good, called the Demiurge, who created 
mankind and then withdrew from the world.  The nature of this Demiurge is the point of 
divergence in each of the religious traditions.
 
Modern Druidism
Modern Druidism asserts that unspoiled nature reveals the will of the Demiurge.  Consequently, 
followers of this faith seek harmony with nature in a world scarred with industry and No-
Man’s-Lands.  Standing stones (Druidic temples) are erected in every major city and sacred 
site.  Modern Druidism is separate from Old Druidism in that Old Druidism was at its core a 
folk tradition, full of herbalism and local fairies of protection.  However, the invention of the 
printing press and rise of the nation-state made local folk traditions obsolete in the face of more 
abstract theology.  Druidism, both modern and ancient, has an inherent distrust of imperial 
ambitions from having suffered terribly at the hands of empire.  However, Reminian Druidism of 
course supports the Reminian Monarchy, which they see as the natural enemies of empire (at 
least, historically).  Modern Druidism is the religion of the artist, the agricultural class, and the 
Reminian State.
 
The Rejoicing
In the early spring (different nations celebrate it at different times) all Druids, worldwide, go 
to the nearest Standing Stones and lay a ring of flowers, holly, mistletoe, or nightshade at 
the Stones.  You bow your head to the earth in supplication to nature and then you overstuff 
yourself at a feast with your family.  Supposedly it is a celebration of the world’s day-of-creation, 
when the Demiurge gave birth to the landmass that is the Four Monarchies.
 
Thynism
Thynism is named after Lord Thyne, a Knight of the old Dreyraini order.  His struggles in warfare 
and statecraft were so sublime, Thynism holds, that he was an enlightened being, deriving 
wisdom from the Demiurge (who used the Undergods as tools to construct the world).  Thynism 
pictures the world as a series of power stratifications, specifically ones relating to society. 
Animal over plant, man over animal, King over man, Demiurge over King.  Lord Thyne pictured 
a society much like the modern Four Monarchies where titular monarchs ruled over their fiefs 
without any check to otherwise skew their clarity of vision.  In Thynism, adherence to the Code 
of Obligations by the nobility is a requirement.  Likewise, commoners owe their life and works to 
the nobility as a matter of faith.  Thynism is the religion of the status quo, of Freemen, and of the 
Dreyraini government.
 
Son’s Day
Son’s Day happens in the high summer (and again, celebrated in different months depending 
on what region you are from).  It is a celebration of manliness, with contests of strength, 
duels, and all sorts of backroom machismo.  Drinking contests are not uncommon.  Young 
boys are taught to fight and to lead men.  Surviving grandfathers pass wisdom off to their 
grandsons.  Unfortunately, women are not invited to the festivities and are often asked to clean 
up afterwards both literally and metaphorically.  The origins of this holiday are probably actually 
rooted in a folk tradition practiced by Followers of the Undergods.  There was a holy day in 
which sexually mature men were pitted against each other in ritual combat to the death.  The 
custom was passed on by the Cattlemen people who in turn deeded it to Thynism, watered 



down by an additional degree.
 
The Sanctifiers
The Sanctifier religion began in the years after the fall of the Empire of Tallow as a response to 
the chaos and madness of that age.  All of the world religions believe in a Demiurge that created 
the world and whose nature is an essentially good one.  In the belief system of the Sanctifiers, 
the world is, at its core, a rotten, terrible, irredeemable mess, ruined by the sin of man and the 
evil of the Undergods.  This is an astute observation and, indeed, the Sanctifiers have had a 
very good track record at predicting major world disasters.  For instance, one of their many 
eschatalogical prophecies regarded “the dead that predate upon mankind”.  Sanctifier theology 
has one major problem, namely, that it has a very lousy track record of predicting events in 
chronological order.  For instance, twelve plagues failed to appear upon the Feast of Saint 
Lumbricus and the drought that was to last “all of a man’s life and his son’s life and his son’s 
son’s life” lasted ten months.  Sanctifiers believe that the only element of the world that can 
be redeemed from its morally awful state is the human spirit.  In this way, Sanctifiers seek to 
make themselves a place of holiness.  Sanctifiers are usually well read because their texts are 
of tremendous import to them.  This faith is the province of the educated, the penitent, the guilty 
rich, and is the state religion of Baermichelle.
 
The Feast of Saint Lumbricus
Saint Lumbricus wrote ten Theses which became the foundation of the Sanctifier faith, each one 
denouncing the physical world and criticising Druidism and Thynism for being materialist.  His 
death at the hands of thugs is a thing of rejoicing, for Lumbricus had redeemed himself in an evil 
world. The feast is preceded by a day (sunrise to sunset) of fasting.  The feast happens in the 
early fall after the harvest, which means gourd pies, ravioli, and red wine are the traditional fare.  
The feast is meant to be an indulgence in an otherwise austere life.  Presumably, the Demiurge 
looks the other way.
 
The Unnamed Anti-Faith of the Undergods
The history of the world is essentially one of conflict between the nomadic outlanders who 
followed some form of the Undergods and the agricultural city-dwelling people who favored 
faiths based upon the Demiurge.  The primordial faith of the early nomads was largely based 
upon the Rites of the Undergods, which were practiced in the same manner as in modern 
times.  Faith in the Undergods is based on the principle that the Rites of the Undergods produce 
immediate, visible results whereas prayers to Lord Thyne and the Demiurge produce no such 
effect.  In this way, reverence of the Undergods is in fact anti-faith (it provides a real, immediate 
benefit, like a technology).  After the Tatterplague epidemic, civilization lost its long struggle 
and the people turned to the Rites for protection, just as their prehistoric ancestors had.  When 
mankind called upon their various incarnations of the Demiurge, there was no response.  When 
the same souls later call upon one of the Undergods in the ancient, proscribed manner, they 
were given aid from the beyond.  Followers of the Undergods regard Modern Druidism as a 
farce, noting that the natural world is brutal, base, predatory, and reveals nothing about the will 
of any supposed divinity aside from the Undergods themselves.  Thynism makes no sense if 
one believes that human social structure matters little in the face of the Undergods.  Sanctifiers, 
followers of the Undergods assert, actually see the world in the terrible light that reflects 
objective reality.  However, according to the dogma of the anti-faith, the Sanctifiers construct 
myths to redeem a world that is irredeemable through human means.
 
Science
Mankind strives, through its own works and honest means, to improve their lot.  Scientific 
knowledge has increased in short moments of great advancement followed by long stretches 



of stagnation or even regression.  Often, the very act of exposing oneself to the unknown 
is destructive to the mind and body.  Early experiments with radiation gave terminal illness 
to those had the greatest possibility of understanding the phenomenon, and yet, even they 
did not know that their experiments would cost their lives.  The advent of technology often 
drives the Monarchies to war, rather than towards a greater understanding.  It seems like 
the degree to which one understands the nature of the world is the degree to which they feel 
insignificant in its terrible magnitude.  Sometimes, science brushes the edge of reality where 
the Undergods dwell; seismology can accurately track the gyrations and sleepwalking of 
various subterranean “unidentified masses”, the very flesh and substance of Austrologaris 
can be viewed with a simple telescope (you will go blind from looking at the sun, though), 
and the Rites of the Undergods are an observable thing that be harnessed in a laboratory 
setting.  Some might call it “psychic powers” but it is hard to take it seriously in that light, given 
that its incantations are essentially spells, albeit of an alien and slightly ecclesiastical nature.  
Consequently, and perhaps wisely, science does not make proclamations regarding the Rites 
often if they can help it.  Science has nothing to say in praise of faith or anti-faith.
 
Dimensional science has risen to become the chief preoccupation of scientific inquiry and 
indeed it may be the only possible salvation humanity has left.  The operation of Dimensional 
Engines is one part calculation, one part mechanical know-how, and one part knowledge 
of the unknowable.  Traditional science would have balked at the notion that occult matters 
would have anything to do with operating technology, and yet, the devices which send people 
to “distant stars” do not operate on rational principles.  They rely on such undefinable forces 
as “spooky action at a distance” (the process by which a particle can act upon a distant particle 
with no intervening connection) that science cannot define and likely will never have a chance 
to rationalize.  Of the three elements required to operate a Dimensional Engine (mathematics, 
engineering, and knowledge of the occult) traditional scientists are well equipped to handle the 
mundane aspects.  However, the arcane aspect usually eludes them and often a Follower of 
the Undergods is held on retainer to add the undefinable spark of the irrational.  Recently, the 
skepticism which once was science’s armor against the irrational has largely dropped away 
and a new breed of scientist, the Dimensional Engineer, is being born from the ashes of the 
old.  Philosophically, the Dimensional Engineer must, by definition, believe that the world is 
fundamentally unknowable, and therefore, not subject to rational inquiry.  Madness, therefore, 
might actually be a more accurate lens through which to view the objective reality of the Four 
Monarchies.  A “Theory of Relativity” (which invalidates the idea of mathematical constants 
in objective reality) has been devised to explain this.  It essentially amounts to a belief that 
traditional, rational models of reality were but human constructs, no more true than a belief that 
the Monarchies are flat.
 
The Undergods
Of those who follow the Undergods, or at least intone their names, there are a number who 
claim that nothing can be said of the Undergods for they are of a degree greater than anyone 
can comprehend.  This is, however, entirely untrue, as there is a great deal to be said of them.  
And yet, despite the fact that they can be described, it must be mentioned that they are truly 
unknowable in their fullness; they exist in manners that defy explanation, stands science on 
its head, and blaspheme any sense of orthodoxy.  Indeed, to behold them in their multitude of 
dimensions and space-confounding forms is to court insanity.  Therefore, we must conclude that 
the Undergods are describable but unexplainable, paradoxical but incarnate none the less.
 
The origin of these titanic beings is entirely unknown, and unsurprisingly, unknowable.  The 
world religions claim that they are primitive early forms created by the Demiurge when Its 
brushstrokes were too broad.  Consequently, they are the world’s foundation, crude, flawed, 



eternal.  Aside from notions of long-gone-and-possibly-fictional Demiurges, this is mostly true.  
Thynism holds that the Demiurge created them to construct the world and seemed to forget 
about them when it left the world.  There is evidence that the Undergods created the place 
known as the Four Monarchies as a region to dwell and convalesce.  This would indicate an 
outside origin.  For whatever reason, they seem to prefer the depths of the ocean, the airless 
upper reaches, and the roots of mountain ranges.  When the Undergods are referred to as a 
collective, they are called the Anti-Pantheon.
 
Ya-Ba-Ur (The Static Phenomena, Wisdom Without Precedent)
When the first radio was turned on in a laboratory in Baermichelle in 1370 CE, the first sounds 
they heard amid the static was not a reading of religious texts, as planned.  It was a wailing 
voice, reciting an eerie and paced glossolalia.  Those who heard it were in that instant initiated 
into the secrets of the Rites of the Undergods.  Something in those tones and nonsense words 
gave them full knowledge of how to call on the Anti-Pantheon.  They recognized that the 
spell Precedence of All Knowledge was in fact a manifestation of this “Static Phenomena”.  
Therefore, they knew this occurrence was a manifestation of Ya-Ba-Ur (Wisdom-Without-
Precedence in the Old Tongue), the being intoned in the spell Precedence of All Knowledge.  
Nothing more is known of this particular being, but it is surmised that it might perhaps crawl 
beneath the surface of the firmament or perhaps possess no physical form at all.  It is worth 
note that of the seven scientists who were present at the experiment, four were hung for Crimes 
Against Nature.  The fate of the rest after the Tatterplague is unknown.  Ya-Ba-Ur is unknown 
outside of the Static Phenomena and the Rite called Precedence of All Knowledge.  Ya-Ba-Ur 
is likely the means by which knowledge of the Rites first spread in ancient times but how this 
happened is lost to antiquity.
 
Pronounced: Yah-Bah-Oor
 
Mertsegir (The Dangling Sword, The Essence of Misfortune, the Helter-Skelter)
It is said that Mertsegir had a throne once and that when mortals have the ability perceive it, it 
ceases to exist.  When mankind ceases to be, the throne will reappear.  Thus, it once existed, 
has ceased to exist, but will exist again.  Mertsegir, and those things related to it, lie in wait 
without any means of detection.  They are the awful events, the unpredictable snags, the 
moments of wasted, precious life.  Like illness, which is one of the things attributed to Mertsegir, 
it is a malady that will inevitably reoccur.  Those who know of Mertsegir’s nature invariably see 
it as triumphant in the current age.  It is quite reasonable, perhaps even logical, to assume that 
Mertsegir is responsible for the horrible Tatterplague.  Mertsegir is depicted in modern times as 
a black-and-white spiral that splits into psychic tendrils of happenstance.  Mertsegir may be the 
core of the sphere upon which the Four Monarchies reside, or it may in fact lair on the lightless 
side of the moon.  The earliest worshippers of the Undergods were devoted to Mertsegir.  The 
oldest known archaeological artifact is the Lord of the Well, discovered in Dreyrain.  It depicts 
a primitive human form sitting upside down on its head in a crude throne.  This depiction of 
Mertsegir is clearly a metaphorical one crafted by prehistoric Elksheart tribesmen.
 
Pronunciation: Mert-Sej-Ear
 
Fyun (The Primeval Growth, The Pattern of Subversion, Sleep-Maker)
The being whose name is intoned by the Old Tongue letter ‘fyun’ is said to be the creator of the 
world and the life that lives upon it.  Its form is not something easily put into word, but suffice to 
say that it is so large that it dominates the largest and deepest chasm of the Ocean opposite 
the continent of the Monarchies.  It has been suggested that its bulk may be responsible for 
the formation of the firmament on the opposite side of the world.  Its form produces new motile 



types of life from its thousands of pores.  These life-forms swarm over the body of the Undergod 
devouring everything they come across, including their own kind.  Therefore, the body of the 
thing is kept free of debris in its timeless slumber.  Fyun often sends a cadre of its creations to 
find mortals for it to devour, for this is how it learns of what transpires on land.  Calling upon this 
Undergod with a Blessing of the Rites called Subverting the Fallen Meat creates a body from 
a sample of someone who is recently deceased.  The new body is given the memories of the 
old and is brought back to life.  Even followers of the Undergods are split on whether or not the 
new body has the “soul” of the old one.  Indeed, followers of Fyun are split on the existence of 
a soul and its possible interactions with Subverting the Fallen Meat.  Biological experiments in 
Vundustan during the War of Totality discovered a chemical present in all living cells which is 
believed to be a “control mechanism” for cell development.  Upon discovery of this chemical, 
the scientists began exhibiting alien mutations in their bodies.  Some outside intelligence was 
manipulating their “control mechanism”.  Of the few that were aware of this happening, it is a 
widely held belief that the being known as “Fyun” is responsible for this occurrence.  It is likely 
that this is the method by which Amalgam Zombi function, but the exact mechanics are perhaps 
beyond mortal capabilities.
 
Pronounced: Fie-Yoon
 
Austrologaris (The Absence, The Space Behind Space, Evangelist of Opacity)
The followers of the Undergods are tasked with an impossible set of taboos, strictures, and 
sacred deeds.  Among the various deeds considered to please the Undergods, is destruction 
and desecration of the historical record.  Most followers of the Undergods would not know that 
this is because it is pleasing to Austrologaris, not to the entire Anti-Pantheon.  Austrologaris’s 
form is known to cling to the far side of the sun, casting the great darkness that makes up 
the upper realms of the world.  In ancient times, it was depicted as a sun-swallowing serpent, 
but more modern depictions see it as a hollow half-sphere.  Because of its association with 
darkness and the destruction of knowledge, it is called “The Evangelist of Opacity”.  Shortly after 
the fall of the Empire of Tallow, Austrologaris rotated ever so slightly over the edge of the sun, 
blocking the smallest fraction of heat that it shed upon the world.  This was sufficient to send the 
world into a terrible period of cooling which nearly eradicated civilization.  It has since returned 
to its original position but this is cold comfort knowing that it could happen again.  There is no 
means of knowing what substance this being is composed of, but it is known that it exudes a 
horrid, black ichor, presumably as a protective coating.  With the Rite known as the Opaque 
Ichor, one can summon a quantity to use as a projectile or to coat weaponry.  Aside from being 
corrosive to the human form, it degrades vascular function with the most casual touch, rapidly 
turning one’s veins into grey, fetid mush.
 
Pronounced: Oss-Tro-Lo-Gar-Iz
 
The Yellow Scepter (Chains of Authority, Lord of Anti-Faith)
The Undergods do not often seem to care about, or indeed, notice mankind at all.  They do not 
have conversations with their followers or grant them visions.  Indeed, it seems very much like 
they do not want worship at all.  This would certainly be the universal case were it not for the 
being known to mortals as The Yellow Scepter.  The Yellow Scepter encompasses a number of 
concepts, some of which are entirely contradictory.  It is known to promote the forces of doubt 
and ignorance, fighting such things as faith, science, tolerance, and love.  However, it also 
deliberately supports power stratifications, like that of nobles over commoners.  On the surface, 
this does seem to be somewhat similar to the philosophy of Thynism.  However, the Yellow 
Scepter is not so easily codified. It may be that it enjoys these power differences precisely to 
subvert them, placing distrust in both parties hearts in order to erode or make farcical the entire 



endeavor.  In many ways, this is the essence of Anti-Faith; a rejoicing in morbid folly without 
self critique.  It is no wonder that the Yellow Scepter is often used in literature and scripture 
as a metaphor for madness.  The Yellow Scepter is said to take a human form during the 
various apocalypses that periodically befall the Monarchies.  If so, his sickly yellow eyes might 
be tracking the movements of survivors, guiding them towards acts of paradox and surreal 
obsession.
 
Ghannuum (Gifter of Flies, The Grotesque Torque, Religion of Flesh)
To be cursed with self awareness is the greatest curse of all to those who dedicate themselves 
to Ghannuum.  His cult is in many ways a denomination of the greater Anti-Faith.  Followers 
seek to devolve as far as possible to escape the suffering inherent in the act of being born as a 
human being.  Their ideal, and presumably the ideal of their Undergod, is to become, mentally, 
as simple as nematodes and flies.  Those closest to his nature know a ritual which creates a 
single maggot said to be taken from the very flesh of Ghannuum.   Ingesting it turns the host 
into what is called a Maggot God, an incarnation of the cosmic horror itself.  Maggot Gods are 
human skin stretched over a swarm of writhing larvae and they can grant tokens of larvae to 
their cultists.  One might ask if a Maggot God retains any semblance of it’s hosts mind but this 
misses the point entirely.  The idea is to have no mind at all beyond that of communion with 
the thing itself.  Ghannuum’s physical form is known to reside in the frozen ice at the northern 
pole.  Indeed, it is most likely the source of electromagnetism which has guided the compasses 
of sailors for a millennium.  A Reminian expedition was first to discover the north pole’s exact 
location and only a single survivor returned.  There is no record of what he saw as every record 
has been destroyed by the Reminian state.
 
Pronounced: Gah-Num
 
Human Accomplishments
Humanity had accomplished much at great cost but almost all of it has been wiped away by the 
shambling corpses that hunger for human flesh.  The preservation of human works was once 
of great concern to the survivors of the Tatterplague but this priority has become maladaptive.  
The continuation of the species has become a more pressing concern for the prospect of 
continued human existence looks quite bleak.  It may be that humanity may continue, but 
at the expense of culture, art, science, and the other hard-won spoils of civilized existence.  
Alternately, the Monarchies’ collective history might be at a close and mankind must make its 
fate on an entirely different star.  The future is as uncertain as the far past.
 
Entertainment
For the longest time, citizens would say the highest art form was either opera or the novel 
depending on how rich you were raised.  Things changed radically from those days and before 
the Tatterplague annihilated mankind, cinema had all but replaced the opera.  It also drew the 
crowds out of their parlors where many a newspaper and short story had once come to its gory 
conclusion.
 
Much was lost in the transition; “two reel” moving pictures were usually an hour long and did 
not have time to develop characters, whereas the novel could weave a richer characterization.  
Moving pictures are called such because they do not mimic the sounds of objective reality.  
Indeed, they make no sound at all.  The only soundtrack films were given was a jangly piano, 
if that.  Vundustan is widely considered the nation whose film industry was most prominent, 
owing, it is said, to its clear weather and abundant lighting.  The Vundustani film industry 
exported culture to the other Monarchies, and “Dervish Pics” were always more popular than 
Dreyraini “Armor Operas”.  The assassination of the Marquis of Rattleboure was caught on film 



and was the initial spark to begin what would ultimately be the War of Totality.  In fact, it might 
very well be the most watched reel of all time.
 
Propaganda is a necessary tool of war and useful to boot.  During the War of Totality, the 
each of the kingdoms created vast libraries of training films, psychological conditioning 
(dehumanizing the enemy, for instance), and therapy for the survivors.  Never before were the 
realities of war made so vividly clear as when images of the battlefield could be played in every 
neighborhood.  A generation watched as their nobility and most talented commoners rotted 
in No-Man’s-Land, and somehow, no one was willing to back down.  There are likely no more 
cinemas in operation, save perhaps a few which are used as a stronghold against the zombi 
horde.  Johnny Zombi, sadly, has no use for cinema.
 
There were fictions, too.  Travel to “distant stars” is a popular theme.  There were crime serials 
where detectives hunted down murderers and traitors to the Crown.  Perhaps a hundred films 
depicting the life and miracles of Lord Thyne debuted over the years and Thynism was quick 
to use cinema as a means of spreading its faith over the others (Druids disdain technology and 
Sanctifiers hate anything they define as “worldly”).  Historic epics were all the rage when the 
Tatterplague first struck the mainland, and in that year, the largest grossing film was “The Epic 
of Hamareesh”, produced by the Vundustani royal family.  No one ever made a film featuring 
zombi.
 
Mankind cannot gain the pleasure of tones from motion pictures, as it is silent, but there is 
plenty of music to dazzle the senses.  Popular music spread through the underclass by the 
propagation of sheet music, so the heroes of pop music are not performers, but song writers.  
Piano and modern drum set are the chosen instruments of the commoner.  The rich and the 
nobility prefer symphonies and opera which better fit with feudal sensibilities.  The subjects 
of these gory tales are often the heroic massacres of the ancient Followers of the Undergods 
and tragedies about nobles destroyed by their passions.  Radio technology never became 
widespread, as experiments with the medium were cut short by the Tatterplague.  There is no 
medium of recorded sound.
 
Clothing and Fashion
Clothing and Fashion are not the same thing.  A Dreyraini doughboy doesn’t choose his gear 
or clothing according to “taste”.  He does so according to what his superiors give him, based 
on utility.  The same goes for the survivor of the Tatterplague; her choice is one of tactical 
significance.  Choice according to taste is, therefore, the realm of Fashion which once was the 
dominant means of choosing one’s clothing.  Vundustan could arguably be named the most 
fashionable of nations and it drew in skilled designers from other kingdoms.  Beshikta was 
the “fashion capitol” of the world.
 
Clothing denotes ones station in the Four Monarchies.  Everyone has their uniform.  
Schoolchildren wear uniforms to class.  Soldiers wear fatigues that have earned them the 
slang name ‘doughboys’.  The nobility dress in sharply tailored suites and military regalia.  The 
destitute wear their rags.  Of course, this was only the state of things before the Tatterplague.  
Female survivors of the Tatterplague might have to make do with an immodest skirt.  She might 
even wear armor to protect herself, which would have once been considered a comic sight.  
She might even go about in her bloomers if its not too cold.  She could have her pick of the 
fancy, froofy affairs that were once de rigeur for ladies of good breeding if only she could run in 
them.  Ease of motion is a common theme in the women’s fashions of the past few years.  Men 
generally wear medieval-style, riding, or military boots with pants invariable tucked into the boot-
ankle.  Some wear military uniforms, which of course are prime for combat against foes both 



living and dead.  Many survivors simply wear “wife-beaters,” temperature permitting.
 
Soldiers of Baermichelle have traditionally worn blue uniforms.  Soldiers of Vundustan dress in 
khaki and brown.  Remina has always outfitted its soldiers and agents in green.  Dreyrain has 
favored gray for its soldiers’ uniforms.
 
Food and Drink
Before the Tatterplague doused the flame of civilization, the culinary world was undergoing 
a revolution in no small part because of improvements in technology.  Canning technology 
allowed perishables such as vegetables and meat to be kept fresh for long periods of time.  
During the War of Totality, soldiers were issued rations of “bully beef” which was a potato or 
bread mixed with low quality beef.  Wine had once been the main drink of the people, for water 
was often tainted and unsafe to drink.  It wasn’t until very recently that water became safe 
to drink since the age of the Empire of Tallow. The Empire’s legions had once maintained a 
shockingly extensive aqueduct system and the Monarchies did not see such a system in place 
until a few years before the War of Totality annihilated the infrastructure all over again.  New 
dishes, such as the ‘hot dog’ and the ‘hamburger sandwich’ were becoming quite popular just 
before the Tatterplague.  Sweets have always been a luxury, for sugar cane is unknown to 
the Monarchies.  Sweetening, therefore, is done by honey and apiaries were quite common.  
Chocolate bars, made from a Vundustani nut, were the most sought-after treat by the children 
of the Monarchies.  In all the Monarchies, save Dreyrain, wheat is the chief staple.  In Remina, 
it is made into baguettes and black breads.  In Baermichelle it is mixed with egg and rolled into 
pasta.  In Vundustan, it is cooked unleavened to make pita (or pizza).  Dreyrain does produce 
wheat, but potato is the staple carbohydrate of the Dreyraini diet.  Baermichelle produces a 
majority of the world’s spices, which include basil, oregano, rosemary, cumin, garlic, nutmeg, 
cinnamon, onion, and foenugreek among others.
 
These days, finding a meal of any sort is more than a little difficult.  During the War of Totality, 
soldiers were guaranteed 3,500 calories per day by their governments, but towards the end of 
the conflict, this number was closer to something like 500 calories a day.  Each nation made 
deliberate attempts to sabotage the food production capabilities of their rivals as a priority in 
order to sap their enemy’s strength.  The result was yet another famine in the Monarchies and 
causalities from malnutrition were stupendous.  Rationing of every edible commodity was a 
foregone conclusion and this is the environment into which the Tatterplague was introduced.  
The situation was not improved by the signing of the Truce of Horrors, for agriculture was 
already impossible.  Indeed, mankind returned to a diet similar to that of the non-agricultural 
Followers of the Undergods from prehistory.  Venison replaced pork, nuts replaced wheat, 
and berries replaced oranges.  Despite being at least three years old, finding tinned food is 
considered very good fortune and large caches of canned food are known to be hidden near 
what was once the front-lines of the War of Totality.  Unfortunately, these places are excessively 
dangerous because of the increased presence of Ironbones zombi.  Tinned food is therefore a 
valuable commodity, moreso than even Healing Doses (whose ingredients are not hard to find).
 
Human Economies and Measurements
The Four Monarchies value Science and it is Science that has provided a measuring system 
now used throughout the world.  It is referred to as the “Metric System” and is something I 
believe we are all familiar with.
 
Each nation once had its own currency; Remina uses the Pound, Baermichelle the Lira, 
Dreyrain the Pfennig, and Vundustan used the Akche (pronounced: Ok-Che, as in Che 
Guevara).  Their value against one another fluctuated and was always terrifically unequal (the 



Lira was always a joke).  Now, all currency is useless.  Whatever elements of the Monarchies 
that still exist insist that their monies are still as efficacious as ever but the reality is that what 
meager economy exists does so with Healing Doses as the base currency.  The Mace and 
the Railcaster are other, larger denominations.  Even a single meal becomes a unit to be 
bartered with fellow survivors.  However, there is always the human urge to kindness and in this 
environment, notions of “economy” often serve only to preserve a scarcity which of course leads 
to more death.  Compassion makes “economy” a moot point and is also a far better model for 
survival than simple fair-minded selfishness.
 
The arts have been, almost universally, funded by patronage.  This has the obvious effect of 
aggrandizing the nobility and the narrative of the Divine Right is a strong one.  However, one 
cannot help but look at things like ornate street lamps emblazoned with the family sigil of a 
noble with some measure of irony in this age.  Images of nobles, powerful and dynamic, cannot 
be taken seriously knowing that, by the numbers, the subject of the portrait has likely been 
recruited by the zombi.
 
Gender Roles
The Monarchies have always been quite chauvinist.  Women have been, as a norm throughout 
known history, treated like so much chattel.  Ancient societies had little notion of “social equality” 
and even though they were less brutal than perhaps their nomadic rivals, it does not mean they 
were genteel.  The place of women in society is often not a function of which nation she was 
born into, but rather, which religion she was born into.  Thynism is, in many respects, boorishly 
masculine.  Its teachings declare that women are intended to be submissive to their husbands 
and male relatives in all things and that this is the will of the Demiurge.  Thynists once burned 
their wives upon their own funeral pyre, a practice which fell out of favor a scant few generations 
ago.  Druidism doles out equality of the sexes much more equitably.  Women have always been 
permitted to become Druids, but unlike male Druids, are not permitted to marry or engage in 
sex.  This might be in part because of Druidism’s belief that the Demiurge is certifiably female 
(she gave birth to the landmass that is the Monarchies, by their telling).  Sanctifiers demand 
submission before the will of the Demiurge, male and female alike, although Sanctifiers certainly 
have many more choice words for the loose woman than they do for the philandering man.
 
Despite the overall inferiority women have been treated with in the Monarchies, their lot had 
steadily been improving.  Nothing raised the standing of women in the Monarchies more than 
the loss of a male generation to the War of Totality.  Nearly all able-bodied young men were 
sent to the front.  Nobles were expected to raise arms.  Commoners were pressed into service 
and paid barely a pfennig a day.  Only Freemen could expect some measure of safety from the 
scourge of war, and even then, in the last year of the War conscription did not abate.  This left 
a massive gap in the teeth of industry’s gears.  Women were, for the first time, allowed to join 
the work force building arms and fortifications for the war effort.  Such a thing was unthinkable 
before.  Indeed, women suddenly had a measure of affluence.  It seemed like even Son’s Day 
was being celebrated by women.  It must have seemed that some measure of equality was just 
around the corner.  It was not equality, but extinction that lurked around the next bend.  More 
women than men survived the Tatterplague, but what does social justice matter if there is no 
society?
 
Death in the Monarchies
The Vundustani ‘Epic of Hamareesh’ states that “the measure of a man is his funeral and the 
funerals of his enemies”.  The Four Monarchies have periodically had to find some level of 
comfort with untimely deaths, perhaps because of the hostility of inhabiting the same world 
as the Undergods.  There have been very few generations of recorded history that did not 



experience famine, war, or plague at some point.  Indeed, the Sanctifier faith is quick to point 
to this reality as evidence that the world really is a wicked place.  Because of the nearness of 
death, citizens of the Monarchies can sometimes be blase about carnage and epidemics.  The 
War of Totality, in the beginning, was started on the premise that Remina and Dreyrain would 
naturally have to come to blows to seek redress for insults lobbed at each other.  Their people 
knew full well that both sides would savage each other terribly with the lives and bodies of 
young men as the stakes of the conflict.  This resigned fatalism is far more advanced since the 
Tatterplague and it is only the delusional fool who believes that they are not under the spectre 
of the scythe every hour of every day.  Indeed, there are even those who mourn mankind as a 
whole as if extinction were already the reality, despite the fact that there are still living people 
out there.  All the world religions claim that a heaven awaits the virtuous, but only Sanctifiers 
claim that their faith is the only one whose followers attain the state (oblivion is the reward for 
all others).  Thynism and Druidism both assert that their followers rule over non-believers and 
apostates in the afterlife at the behest of the Demiurge.
 
Although the customs are often ignored in these terrible times, proper rites of passing are an 
act that affirms the humanity of the survivors as much as it honors the fallen.  Because of the 
nature of the Tatterplague, which uses bodies as biomass for the horde, there are rarely actual 
bodies to see to.  Druids, from ancient times to the present, mummify members of the nobility 
and set them upon thrones in elaborate mausoleums.  Commoners can expect to be buried with 
a simple gravestone as their only memento.  Thynism cremates its followers upon vast pyres, a 
practice which is quite adaptive to the modern predicament.  Before the modern scientific era, it 
was considered normal that a wife be burned with her husband, but this is no longer expected 
(but not disallowed, either).  The Sanctifier Faith has no use for the body, which it sees as a 
product of an evil world.  Consequently, it does not care what happens to a body provided it is 
gone.  Some Baermichelli  nobles have deeded their body to their hunting hounds as a meal, 
but usually the body is buried, thrown to the sea, or ground up as fertilizer for one’s field (this is 
popular amongst peasants).
 
The attitudes regarding death as practiced by the Anti-Faith are varied and contradictory.  On 
the one hand, Followers of the Undergods have a bias against human life and works, and yet, 
they do not generally commit suicide or otherwise “practice as they preach” so to speak.  Many 
Followers of the Anti-Faith do so in order to cheat death and indeed, the Rites of the Undergods 
are capable of recreating life from the smallest sliver of a body.   However, in returning, the 
subject is invariably altered by the experience, having been given a glimpse at the true scope of 
the Undergods.  The human body might be brought back anew, but the mind cannot handle this 
kind of torment too many times and remain whole.  The Anti-Faith has no death rituals, except 
one known as Glory in Atrocity, which involves the obsessive mutilation of a dead body.  It is not 
a funerary ritual, and indeed, it is one of the acts that pleases the Undergods sufficiently to grant 
power to a follower.  The Anti-Faith makes no pronouncements upon an afterlife, save perhaps 
a unity with Ghannuum in perfect, unthinking unity with the swarm, which is only the goal of a 
small sect of the Anti-Faith.  Most cultists do not believe in an afterlife at all which is perhaps 
why they are willing to give so much of themselves in order to maintain what life they have and 
dominate what they can in the living world.
 
Survivor Culture
The people of the Four Monarchies haven’t exactly lost their culture so much as put it away for 
a while.  People steal away snippets of it when they can, numbly going through the old holiday 
rituals and passing down the faiths.  Still, a new culture is emerging whose customs are formed 
largely as a survival response.  The changes are small.  For instance, people no longer walk 
alone.  Nor do they walk around unarmed if they can help it.  Military training is ubiquitous and 



a new kind of warrior culture is emerging.  It is not in service to any nation or King, but rather, 
to the continuation of the species.  The foe easily distinguished from ally.  Indeed, the foe is not 
even human.
 
At the end of the day, the ethos of the survivor is one of survival.  You do what you have to do 
or you give up.  Consequently, people don’t suffer fools.  Idiots are a liability.  They don’t go 
looking to start fights over it either (Keeping a cool head is another good survival trait) but its not 
unheard of for a band of survivors to part ways with one of its members who was just too much 
of a risk.  If a person becomes infected (something that is happening less and less as time goes 
on) the general response is to kill them.  The question then becomes one of whether or not 
they are brought back to life by the Rites of the Undergods.Many survivors have pacts with their 
fellows about the method and conditions under which they would like to be put to death in the 
case of infection.  These are the sorts of things that occupy the thoughts of survivors.
 
People’s vocabulary has changed as well.  They refer to the zombi collectively as ‘Johnny 
Zombi’ as if picturing them as a human foe made it somehow easier to destroy them.  They 
tell tales around campfires like exiles or nomads.  They take up residence in tenements in 
the day and wake at sunset to face the horde.  Survivors love a strong cup of coffee right 
before they have to face the incoming assault.  It gets the blood pumping.  Many survivors are 
what is referred to as “sappers”.  In the War of Totality, sappers were used to destroy enemy 
fortifications and to trap defensive positions against enemy encroachment.  Now, the enemy 
is of a different sort but the skill set is still just as useful.  Setting traps is an essential part of 
survival, and the production, salvage, and deployment of these devices are indispensable.  
Even the most basic blade trap will instantly annihilate a zombi (assuming, of course, it hasn’t 
speciated or absorbed metal into its form).  Sappers can also be useful for getting into hardened 
positions with security systems that were set up to repel enemies during the War of Totality.  
Such bunkers frequently have caches of canned food, ammunition, and raw materials.
 
The Rites of the Undergods
Knowledge of the Rites of the Undergods is not particularly hard to come by.  Before the 
Tatterplague, Followers of the Undergods were a staple literary archetype of film and page.  
They have long, curled mustaches and cackle like sociopaths.  They always display a staple 
repertoire of “magical abilities” for they are, in the public imagination, witches or sorcerers 
(magical beings).  They have a sort of an alien aura that gives them an edge in social situations, 
radiating an unnatural sense of willpower.  They hex heroes to rob them of power and create 
dramatic tension.  Their conspiracies are impenetrable to official investigation because their 
writing is only intelligible to other Followers of the Undergods.  They frequently know things they 
shouldn’t know.  They are always very, very difficult to kill, ensuring the possibility of an ongoing 
series of stories with a recurring antagonist.  At the climax of the tale, the hero rushes the villain 
with a weapon appropriate to the nation of his origin.  His opponent responds by sprouting 
bone-scythes from his arms.  What the cautionary tales don’t tell you is that cultists can walk 
through a ravenous gang of zombi with no ill effect and also give life to the dead.  To nihilists 
like Followers of the Undergods, there is no difference between being alive or dead.
 
The genesis of the human race happened an untold amount of time before recorded history.  
Followers of the Undergods have deliberately sabotaged or destroyed chunks of the public 
account of human history because this is one of the Rites of the Undergods.  Followers of the 
Undergods mark themselves with nonsense symbols because this is also said to be pleasing 
to the Undergods.  The shamans of ancient and very recent times are known to rock back 
and forth like invalids or speak a language that is unlike any mortal tongue.  They make bold 
and contradictory statements about the natures of the Undergods while decrying all other 



divinities as false.  Their sermons often take the form of anecdotes of their personal traumas.  
The Undergods even ask for blood sacrifice and Followers give freely.  There is even a Rite, 
rejected even by some of the Anti-Faith, that involves the mutilation of a freshly dead body.  Is 
it any wonder that it the Monarchies once marched its practitioners to the gallows?  Of course, 
they operate openly now so the age of hanging is quite a distant memory.  If a government 
was formed of the survivors, it would probably be a nightmarish theocracy based on the Anti-
Pantheon.  Such a scenario would be eerily similar to the state of affairs the world was in 
when the Monarchies first carved out their mighty kingdoms from the tribal Followers of the 
Undergods.
 
Although the Rites are the focus of the style, the reason people perform them is to gain access 
to the Blessings.  They have baroque and horrifying names, often evoking the alien origins 
from which the power originates.  Some Blessings manifest as quantities of the substance of 
Undergods for effects that degrade or destroy the human form.  The most sought-after Blessing 
of the Undergods is the Tatter-Ward Wrapping, whose name is in part responsible for the name 
of the Tatterplague.  Bearing rags, tatters, and strips of cloth is the prerequisite for this Blessing, 
but makes Ghouls and Zombi entirely ignore you.  These tricks, presumably, are the reward for 
performing the life-negating and awful Rites.
 
When a practitioner of the Rites has attained six of the Undergod’s Blessings, they are divinely 
inspired by Ya-Ba-Ur.  This unprecedented burst of wisdom manifests as knowledge of some 
of the Empowered Blessings of the Undergods.  They are also made aware that such gifts 
can only be theirs if they but devote themselves further to Their sorcery and nihilism.  The true 
high priests of the Anti-Pantheon are called Warlocks in legend, although they would find the 
name humorously tacky.  Only in irony would a master of the Rites dignify such nonsense.  It 
is known that such individuals can perform Greater Rites which unify Rite and Blessing into 
something wholly more powerful.  Such things are ascribed various powers in legend, but there 
is no known scholarship on the subject.  This would likely be the means by which worshippers of 
Ghannuum unify with their god-swarm and become Maggot Gods.
 
Playing Characters from the Four Monarchies
The following is an “out of play” discussion of the setting.
 
Everyone in the Four Monarchies lives in a world dominated by casual chance and forces 
beyond human meddling.  The question then, in my mind, is how the people there deal with 
the very fact that the world is cruel and, largely, devoid of meaning.  Human works, therefore, 
become a means of providing meaning in an otherwise amoral environment.  Politics and 
the mythology of the Nobility has been, foremost, the means by which humanity can calm 
its anxieties and organize against the vicissitudes of their very small fates.  Economy is an 
excellent pass-time, but compassion is mostly putting it out of business.  Religion is a common 
choice of ethos as well.  Druidism makes the natural world seem redeemable.  Thynism makes 
human relationships seem redeemable (a very romantic notion).  Sanctifier faith rightly sees 
the world as evil and then claims the human soul to be redeemable.  Art is another humanizing 
element but rarely pays the bills.  Science is a dangerous thing to choose as your humanizing 
element, for it reflects objective reality (the reality of the Four Monarchies) and objective reality 
contains the Undergods.  Where the dreams of the Undergods merge with the material world, 
monsters are born.  Often, seeing Truth makes you reject any humanizing act or thought and 
this is the Anti-Faith; nihilism.  In the Age of the Tatterplague nihilism seems somewhat more 
viable as an ethos.
 



Consequently, characters can be veterans, nobles, zombi-hunters, dimensional engineers, 
cultists, druids, grocery clerks, Knights, Patricians, Dervishes, machinists, opera singers, 
projectionists, saxophone players, hobos, scavengers, museum curators, cinema critics, crazy 
people, and a million other horrified souls.  They all have some things in common though; 
they survived the Tatterplague.  Not a lot of people can claim that.  They all found their way 
to a Dimensional Engine and decided that they would deliberately leave their world behind. 
 “Anywhere is better than here.” is the saying.  There is wisdom in that saying.  Dimensional 
Engines run only once a day, but they can send groups of 10 or so at a time.  However, not 
everyone makes it to the other side, and no one on the Monarchies’ side of things knows this.  
Your character could be alone in a dozen or so survivors to actually make it to the other side.  
Some people get “lost in the between place” and may appear later (perhaps a few hours later 
or perhaps a thousand years later).  Therefore, you can have other players bring in characters 
who were in your group when the Dimensional Engine crackled to life and your trip began.  Your 
friend’s character  was just preserved in temporal amber until they appear.  They won’t know it 
though; to them it will seem like they just escaped moments earlier.
 
What do Dimensional Engines look like?  Well, whatever you want them to.  They are constantly 
being upgraded and tinkered with and built onto with improvised parts.  Therefore, the same 
Engine at one time may be an entirely different machine later at the same location. Maybe your 
Dimensional Engine was a pressurized chamber or maybe it involved a rotating room.  It could 
be sleek and shiny silver or cobbled together from locomotives and pieces of first generation 
Dimensional Engines.
 
It would be inappropriate for characters to have a title higher than that of Baron, as Counts, 
Dukes, and Archdukes are so few in number to begin with and are mostly serving as zombi.  
By this principle, being the son of a Duke set to inherit the position is just a little too easy.  
However, there are still active Barons and Knights and all of these would make excellence 
characters and could theoretically inherit a higher title (not from the Fracture, though).  When 
playing a noble, don’t expect to throw your weight around, though, since Johnny Zombi neatly 
dispelled the illusion of Divine Right.  In fact, once in the Fracture, you’ll be that much further 
removed from the society which granted the title in the first place.  Likewise, there is no 
reason why a commoner would be required, from a roleplaying perspective, to give any sort of 
deference to nobles.  Those bastards have a lot to answer for, really.
 
Remember that the Four Monarchies is not early 20th century western culture (inspired 
by, certainly, but not a carbon copy of).  Technology has increased in ways that are, from 
a real world perspective, pretty schizophrenic.  There is no gramophone, despite having 
motion pictures.  There is no firearm, although Railcasters fill this niche nicely.  There are no 
telephones but there are telegraphs.  The War of Totality was originally fought using “primitive” 
weapons like swords, bows, and hammers.  Armor was still worn until the invention of the 
Railcaster forced trench warfare upon the conflict.  Most of the wonders of technology are 
mostly gone now, however, thanks to the Tatterplague.  Likewise, society has grown in weird 
and sprawling ways we would find incredibly anachronistic.  For the most part, despite the 
proliferation of technology, culture still operates along medieval (even Dark Ages) sensibilities.  
There was no Renaissance, no Discovery of the New World, and no Age of Enlightenment.  
Thus, you get things like Vundustani nobility becoming patron of the arts by funding cinema and 
bowmen patrolling beneath electric streetlights.  Even the assassination that sparked the War of 
Totality was done by Quick Venom’d crossbow bolt.
 
Names
Since the Four Monarchies are a dark and fantastic plagiarism of western culture (including the 



often forgotten Turkish aspect of western culture) characters names should come from those 
sources.  I include the following real world cultures for starting points to hunt down names.  Do 
not take this list as “cultural source material” for the various Monarchies; use them for names 
only.
 
Remina - British Isles, Normandy, Netherlands, Switzerland
Dreyrain - Prussia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Western Russia
Baemichelle - Italy, North Spain, South France, Bavaria
Vundustan - Turkey, Greece, South Spain, Hungary
 
Five Things Everyone from the Four Monarchies Knows
Everyone from the Four Monarchies knows...
 
...What nation they once hailed from.
There are only four nations and everyone comes from one of them; chilly Dreyrain, industrial 
Remina, old-world Baermichelle, or dusty Vundustan.  Consequently, every character is 
technically the subject of one Crown or another.  Most of the nobility are dead, though, so 
notions of nationality are fading in the face of the human race’s survival.
 
...What titles or standing they possess.
Notions of personal sovereignty are based on one’s title or standing.  Nobles have the most 
rights but are also expected to follow the Code of Obligations.  Freeman can go where they like, 
but must serve the noble class directly as soldier, bureaucrat, or footman.  Commoners have no 
standing or title, but luckily Johnny Zombi doesn’t care about that fancy stuff.
 
...The horrors they have seen.
First, it was the War of Totality.  No one could imagine the scope of destruction wrought by the 
engines of war.  Then, the Tatterplague neatly drubbed mankind into obscurity, but not oblivion.  
If you are still standing at this point, you probably have some pretty god-damned awful stories to 
tell.
 
...How to cope with the vast meaninglessness of human existence.
Either you are a survivor who has had something bigger than themselves to help you make 
your way or you are a cultist who has already given up the struggle and is no longer concerned 
with maintaining your sanity in the face of horrors.  Art, Religion, Nationalism, and Science are 
excellent ways to combat the state of anomy and ennui that pervades the Four Monarchies.
 
...How to kill a zombi.
You deal catastrophic damage to its center of mass until it stops moving and hope its bones 
aren’t made of scrap metal.  Don’t listen to what anyone else tells you.  You don’t shoot them in 
the head or drive a stake through their heart.  You just cave their chest in until you see daylight 
on the other side.
 
Inspirational Material
H.P. Lovecraft (Author)
Yeah.  That.
 
All Quiet on the Western Front (Literature)
-The- literary account of World War 1.  Veterans of the War of Totality should read this to 
understand the terror of the trenches.
 



Damien (Literature)
A teenager is mentored by a mysterious stranger who speaks to beings beyond the world.  It 
ends with the Great War, which might as well be the apocalypse.  Like much modernism, it is 
delightfully ambiguous as to the presence of the supernatural world.
 
Night of the Living Dead (Movie)
It may not be copywritten, but its one of the best zombie movies of all time.  There are about a 
zillion zombie movies out there, but there is only one Night of the Living Dead.
 
History of the Western World by Will and Ariel Durante (Nonfiction)
In the 19th century, William and his wife, Ariel, Durante wrote “History of the Western World” 
which ended up being something like 14 volumes.  Find it in a library or online or something.  
Its usefulness lies in its attitudes towards Western History.  The Four Monarchies is essentially 
Western History plagiarized, with a some key Undergod-shaped differences.  The Monarchies 
did not have a Renaissance; they jumped from a Feudal economy to an Industrial one a flash of 
a few short generations.
 
J’Accuse (Movie)
A silent movie where the dead from World War 1 rise up and attack the living.  Sound familiar?  
The title translates as “I Accuse!” from French.
 
Boardwalk Empire (Television Series)
The show begins the day the Prohibition of Alcohol (18th Amendment) became the law of the 
land in the United States.  It follows the origins of gangster culture in Atlantic City.  Slightly 
advanced timeline from the Four Monarchies, but its very close to the mark.  Lots of veterans of 
the Great War, too.  Add zombies and cultists and voila!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Map of the Four Monarchies



 
Map created by Lissa Snowdon, with additional content provided by the players of the Four 
Monarchies.
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Rites of the Undergods (Yellow)
Home-world: The Four Monarchies
 
Spells

  Name   Type
Patriarch of Nothing Instant (caster)            The Yellow Scepter
Opaque Ichor Instant (packet or touch)         Austrologaris
Subverting the Fallen Meat Instant (special)                         Fyun



Precedence of All Knowledge Instant (special)                     Ya-Ba-Ur
Scythes of Misfortune Instant (caster)                      Mertsiger
Maggot-Flesh Blessing Instant (caster)                    Ghannuum
Tatter-Ward Wrappings Instant (caster)
Handful of Dust Readied (packet)
Sounding the Nightmare Depths Instant (special)
Baleful Vintage Instant (special)
Opening the Seven-Eyed Mystery Ward
Keeper of the Least Readied (packet)

 
 
 
Rituals

Name   Duration
Herald of the Ways Beneath 5 minutes
The Death of Memory 3 seconds
Language Beyond Reason 5 minutes
Litany of the Anti-Faith 1 minute
Tremble Before the Vastness 10 minutes
The Space Beyond 5 minutes
Little Fears 5 minutes
Gathering the Faithful 1 minute
Outrage of Usurpation 1 minute
Knife of Absolution 5 minutes
Glory in Atrocity 1 minute
Knowledge Without Comprehension 15 minutes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Patriarch of Nothing
Type
Instant (Caster)
 
Requirements
The caster must bear the symbol of a golden or yellow eye on their forehead, and bear a sizeable chain around one 
wrist, or the spell ends immediately.    
 
Casting Verbal
"I steal for myself the empty mantle of The Yellow Scepter.  Bound in his chains, I become a champion of ignorance, 
a fool most glorious, and a patriarch of nothing."
 
Description
This spell enchants the character with the maddening, purposeless authority of the Yellow Scepter.  For one hour per 
Mastery, this enchantment allows the caster to ignore any feat of charisma (Basic, Greater, or Heroic) called in their 



presence. In order to do so, the caster must rattle their chain in an unsettling and conspicuous fashion at the user of 
the feat, calling the name of this spell.
 
In addition, any time the caster responds to an Inspiration effect of any kind, if they also loudly intone the name of this 
spell, they gain an additional feat.  Note that this effect stacks with Rapport (Empathic) and other such abilities.
 
 
Opaque Ichor
Type
Instant (Packet) or (Touch)
 
Requirements
None
 
Casting Verbal (packet)
"I baptise you with Opaque Ichor, and in its M-Fold Absence you will sicken and die!"
 
Casting Verbal (Touch)
“I beseech you, Austrologaris, space beyond space: let this weapon bleed your Opaque Ichor; let its victims seethe in your (M-fold) 
glories unknowable.”   (After one minute of concentration)
 
Description
This packet-based spell does the caster’s (Mastery x 2) in magic damage to the location it hits. If the target suffers 
a wound from this spell, they are Diseased at a strength equal to the damage they took from it. If this spell does not 
cause a wound, no other effect takes place.  A Feat of Toughness may be used to resist the Disease, but not the 
damage.
 
The touch version of this spell, cast after one minute of concentration, enchants a melee weapon such that it may 
be used to call a single Disease-Strike X, where X is equal to the caster’s Mastery. This enchantment lasts for one 
event or until used, whichever comes first. Disease Strikes do their called number in damage and if they cause a 
wound, they cause Disease at a level equal to that damage, as above. As with all enchantments, this casting may not 
stack with itself. If cast on a weapon bearing this spell, it merely replaces the effect.
 
For one hour after this spell has been cast, any other spell the magician casts causes them to take a Disease 4 effect 
upon completion of that spell, with additional castings of Opaque Ichor resetting the hour count.  The activation of a 
readied spell triggers this effect as does its primary casting. This effect cannot be warded or magic-resisted, though it 
may be resisted as a normal disease effect.  Note it does no resilience damage to the caster, regardless.
 
While someone is Diseased, they become Prone and cannot stand without aid; they must lie down, sit, or kneel. 
The only way to move from their position under their own power is by crawling on their hands and knees, though they 
may attack and defend as normal. After one hour of suffering from Disease, death ensues.  Note that those who die 
from Disease, or who die in any other fashion while Diseased, may not receive a Coax Life.  As a strict roleplaying 
requirement, Diseased characters must act as if they are terribly nauseous and/or wracked with choking coughs.  
 
 
Subverting the Fallen Meat
Type
Instant (special)
 
Requirements
The caster must have at least a piece of a body available, and living participant to act as a sacrifice, or this spell 
cannot be cast.
 
Casting Verbal
"Fyun! Sleep-Maker! In your fecundity was born the subversion of all life, and even death becomes a mere shift in 
its pattern.  I give these specks of fallen meat to you, that you might shape them as primeval clay; return them to us 
changed utterly by your fathomless will."  (after 1 minute of concentration)
 
Description
This potent spell allows the caster to use the lifeblood of a willing participant in order resurrect someone whose 
soul has left their body, so long as the soul has not been disembodied for more than the caster's Mastery in hours. 
After the caster concentrates for one minute and then speaks the verbal,  Subverting the Fallen Meat causes the 



participant to spill out their life’s blood (going Critical) over the body of the deceased. Once this is done, the corpse 
is resurrected and they are treated just as if they had undergone a Coax Life. At this point, the "sacrifice" becomes 
Stabilized as normal and suffers no other immediate ill effect, but there are negative spiritual consequences for 
giving of oneself in this fashion, the details of which are FOIP. This spell may only be cast in the presence of a 
marshal.  Note that any character whose soul has passed on must seek out plot out-of-play before they may be 
resurrected through any means.
 
This spell cannot be used as a Coax Life directly.
 
Precedence of all Knowledge
Type
Instant (touch)
 
Requirements
None
 
Casting Verbal (reading)
"Ya-Ba-Ur calls to me out of the static age, speaking words from a language without precedent, granting knowledge 
unmoored from thought, and demanding wisdom outside of consciousness."
 
Casting Verbal (writing)
"Let Ya-Ba-Ur, precedence of all knowledge, guide my hand that I might write these alien words twisted away from 
mortal understanding; only [name], who hears the voice in the static, shall know my secrets." (where the name is the 
chosen reader)
 
Description
The first version of this spell is cast upon a text prop or text-based puzzle during an Investigation and provides a 
number of facts about the object and its subject matter equal to the caster’s Mastery.  The marshal involved will 
reveal these facts between the general description and question/answer portion of the investigation.  Note that the 
caster need not participate in the actual Investigation; those that do will get the results of the casting. The first 
version of this spell can only be cast once per item, per event.  If cast on a text enchanted as per the writing version 
of this spell, the enchantment will be broken if the caster’s Mastery is higher than that of the original writer’s.  The 
facts generated by this spell will often be communicated in an unsettling, alien fashion, and they may reveal more 
than expected.
 
In order to invoke the second version of the spell, the caster writes up to their Mastery in lines on a piece of paper 
no larger than a standard sheet. At the top of the message, the caster writes “Precedence of All Knowledge: 
(name),”where (name) is a person or class of people who can read the note. They then fold the paper in half, 
or enclose it as part of a book, and they may write whatever mundane words they wish on the outside. Finally, 
they speak the verbal, completing the spell.  Except to its designated target, its original caster, or a caster of the 
secondary version of this spell, the message will appear to be written in a strange, ever-changing alien language 
that cannot be understood. This spell ends only when the pages are destroyed or defaced, erasing all of the text 
generated by this spell.
 
Scythes of Misfortune
Type
Readied (special)
 
Requirements
The caster may not hold anything in their hands except the claws, or the spell ends. Upon casting, the caster  must 
let loose a roar of pain, or the spell ends. Finally, if the caster drops one or both of their claws, the spell ends.
 
Casting Verbal
"By Merstiger, the unseen throne, I become the path that leads to confusion, the law that breeds injustice, 
and the scythes that harvest only misfortune!"
 
Description
The caster instantly manifests great, red bone spears (claws up to longsword size: 46") which they may use 
immediately in battle. These "weapons" ignore trait requirements for dual wielding and allow the caster to call up 
to their Mastery in "Power-Strike 3’s" at will as activated effects. The talons cannot be disarmed or broken and 
they last for as long as the caster maintains the spell. After the spell ends, through whatever means, the caster 



immediately suffers a wound to each arm. This effect will cause the character to immediately take a torso wound if 
they already have an arm wound(s) beforehand. Resilience is not harmed by the ending effect. This spell may not be 
cast if it is already in effect, and if dropped in order for it to be recast, the caster suffers wounds as above.
 
Maggot Flesh Blessing
Type
Instant (caster)
 
Requirements
Except for intoning verbals, the caster may not speak, nor in any way make a vocal utterance, or the spell ends.
 
Casting Verbal
"Ghannuum, Gifter of Flies! I offer up my flesh to you that it might be blessed and sanctified by your brood of 
maggots: in their feasting, my mind falls away, and I am freed from the curse of self-awareness!"
 
Description
While under this spell, which lasts 1 hour per Mastery, the caster gains two levels of enhanced healing (see Healing 
skill). Additionally, The caster can prematurely end this spell to stabilize a critical target (after a 3 second count) as a 
touch effect, as if they had been treated with basic aid (See Healing skill). To invoke this latter aspect of the spell the 
caster must say in a normal speaking voice “Maggot Flesh Blessing.”
 
Tatter-Ward Wrappings
Type
Instant (Caster)
 
Requirements
The caster must tie about their person numerous large, tattered cloth strips scrawled with nightmarish black 
markings.
 
Casting Verbal (Caster)
"Wrapped in the tattered panoply of the divine dead, I am warded against their cruelty; I find the truest kinship in their 
plague-born suffering."
 
Description
This spell enchants the caster such that they are guarded against the attacks of accursed creatures. In order for the 
spell to have an effect, the caster must conspicuously brandish its material requirements to the appropriate targets 
and announce the name of the spell, which prevents those Accursed beings from attacking them unless directly 
attacked first, or unless they bear a personal grudge against the caster.
 
In addition, this spell adds 1 to all Power Strikes the caster calls against Accursed creatures, if they have the ability to 
make such attacks.  Making such an attack would obviously violate the primary effect.
 
This spell last a number of hours equal to the character’s Mastery, or the number of tatters they display as per the 
spell's requirement, whichever is lower.
 
 
Handful of Dust
Type
Readied (Packet)
 
Requirements
The character cannot carry any weapons or shields, and they must bear conspicuous smudges of dirt and grime 
about their face and hands, or the spell ends.
 
Casting Verbal
"Before the Undergods we are naught but handfuls of drifting dust; in knowing this, I become a giver of terrible 
freedom, that all may exult in the purity of insignificance!"
 
Activation Verbal (Strength Drain)
"Your strength is cast away like a handful of dust!"
 



Activation Verbal (Will Drain)
"Your will is cast away like a handful of dust!"
 
Description
While this spell is active the caster cannot call Feats of any kind, from any source.  Each instance of this spell can be 
used to cast a Strength Drain or Will Drain effect, determined at the time of activation.
 
Strength Drain means that an affected target cannot call any offensive weapon tag-lines or Feats of Strength.  Will 
Drain prevents the target from calling upon any Feats of Will, activating rituals, or casting spells.  Both of these 
effects end after the victim gets ten minutes of standard rest.
 
 
 
Sounding the Nightmare Depths
Type
Instant (special)
 
Requirements
Must have a sizeable bowl of water to peer into.
 
Casting Verbal
"By the Rites themselves I am granted passage to the nightmare reaches. As my will sounds their depths, I will come 
to know the truth hidden behind false faces, and what awful things shudder just out of sight of history."
 
Description
The caster calls forth powerful images of terrible, unimaginable horror related to a unique or potent location, revealing 
the events of its history. This can reveal the grisly history of ancient ruins, the identity of an infamous murderer, or the 
presence of long forgotten terror, as examples. This spell cannot be cast everywhere, however, as the site must have 
a powerful, dark history. The power of this vision is governed by the Mastery of the caster. A plot member or marshal 
must be present to cast this spell, and a character may only do so once per location, per event.
 
 
 
 
 
Baleful Vintage
Type
Instant (special)
 
Requirements
The caster must drink the entire contents of the cup in one minute, or the spell fails.  The drinking cup must be a 
tagged item of Novice Work or better (Artistry).
 
Casting Verbal
“I offer up my very life essence in communion with the Anti-Pantheon.  At their whim it is transformed, and I shall 
slake my thirst on this most baleful vintage.”
 
Description
During the 1 minute concentration requirement of this spell, the caster must pour a sizeable amount of  "wine" (water 
or juice of some sort) into a large cup.  When they then complete the verbal, the liquid is "replaced" by the "blood" of 
the caster, which the caster--and they alone--must drink for the spell to have an effect.
 
When this spell is cast the character is inflicted with a Poison 2 effect, which is treated just as if they had consumed 
a poison draught.  They then gain an enchantment which increases their maximum Vitality by 3 and fully restores 
their current Vitality. As with all enchantments, this spell does not stack with itself or any other enchantment-based 
vitality enhancer, and simply functions as a replacement effect.  The enchantment lasts a number of hours equal to 
the caster’s Mastery.  The "blood" has no effect on any other drinker but the caster.
 
While someone is Poisoned, they become Prone and cannot stand without aid; they must lie down, sit, or kneel. 
The only way to move from their position under their own power is by crawling on their hands and knees, though they 
may attack and defend as normal. After one hour of suffering from Poison, death ensues.  Note that those who die 
from Poison, or who die in any other fashion while Poisoned, may not receive a Coax Life.  As a strict roleplaying 



requirement, Poisoned characters must act as if they are in terrible pain.
 
 
 
Opening The Seven-Eyed Mystery
Type
Ward
 
Requirements
None
 
Casting Verbal
“As the Seven eyes open, each in turn, I see that which sanity forbids.  By madness transfixed, I consort with the 
Gods-That-Are-Not, and their Mysteries stare through me.”
 
Descriptions
With this spell up, a caster may “burn” a Rite of the Undergods charge to resist the effects of any single packet-
delivered magical effect. Such a resist is called as “Ward” when activated. The caster can end this spell for a “free” 
instance of such a resist, or immediately come under the sway of a Hallucination effect.
 
Hallucination lasts 1 hour, during which it grants immunity to Mental effects, but prevents resting 
(Vitality and Prowess do not reset) and the performance of rituals. Players must roleplay their 
hallucinating state, as a strict requirement.
 
 
 
 
Keeper of the Least
Type
Readied (packet)
 
Requirements
The caster must hold a length of braided leather in their hands at all times, or the spell ends.
 
Casting Verbal
"We are nothing but crawling insects before the Undergods, though many have forgotten.  To that end I become a 
keeper of the least, and wield a scourge as the cruelest recollection."

 
Activation Verbal
"As keeper of the least, I demand your abasement!"
 
Description
Any Non-Accursed creature struck by this spell takes 2 magic damage. This spell has no effect on Accursed 
creatures.
 
 
Ritual Descriptions
 
Herald of the Ways Beneath
Duration
5 minutes
Scrawl bizarre, unsettling black, blue, or red symbols on your body, face, and any exposed limbs.
 
The Death of Memory
Duration
3 seconds
Take an in-game (Tagged) historical document, religious text, or work of art that is of “Accomplished” quality or 
higher, and “destroy” it . Turn over the “destroyed” object to a marshal as soon as possible.



 
Language Beyond Reason
Duration
5 minutes
Speak only crazed, frantic gibberish to yourself, as if you were a raving madman. If someone attempts to 
communicate with you, you must continue speaking gibberish or the ritual fails.
 
Litany of the Anti-Faith
Duration
1 minute
With reverence, recite the names and titles of all the Undergods from memory
 
Tremble Before the Vastness
Duration
10 minutes
While seated quietly rock back and forth, acknowledging no one’s presence.
 
The Space Beyond
Duration
5 minutes
While blindfolded (or Blind), sketch a figure from memory, sculpt an abstract shape in clay, or work a three-
dimensional puzzle. If the blindfold falls off or the condition is treated during this ritual's duration, it fails.
 
 
Little Fears
Duration
5 minutes
Talking with a person about a honesty frightful encounter that you have had. If the topic of the conversation changes, 
this ritual fails.
 
Gathering the Faithful
Duration
1 minute
For a crowd of at least 6 people, aggressively preach the glory of the Anti-Pantheon, decrying all the false faiths. The 
ritual fails if there are not at least 6 remaining in the audience at your conclusion.
 
Outrage of Usurpation
Duration
1 minute
Call down an angry judgment of death upon those who wish you or your compatriots immediate, mortal harm, 
speaking constantly of the nature of their offences and how the Undergods will punish them for their insolence.
 
Knife of Absolution
Duration
5 minutes
(Simulate) Cutting yourself, which causes a limb wound at the end of the ritual. Self-inflicted wounds do not affect 
resilience.
 
Glory in Atrocity
Duration
1 minute
With great care mutilate a dead humanoid body. If you are interrupted the ritual fails, but you may begin again on the 
same body.
 
Knowledge Without Comprehension
Duration
15 minutes
On a piece of paper or in a book write illegible words or strange symbols.



 
 
 

 
 
 


